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ABSTRACT
8 in 10 people with an amputation desire to participate in physical activity, yet lack
of prosthetic availability and inadequately designed prostheses are the primary barriers for
participation in sports and activities. Furthermore, the population of people with an ampu-
tation is predicted to more than double by the year 2050. Physical activity is beneficial for
physical, social, and emotional health, and is important for maintaining a healthy lifestyle,
especially for people who have had an amputation. Running-specific prostheses (RSPs) are
designed for running and sprinting due to their large energy storage and return capabilities.
However, RSPs are expensive and may not be covered by medical insurance. Therefore, if
a person with an amputation wishes to run, they may do so using their daily-use prosthe-
sis (DUP), which is not designed for highly dynamic activities. People with a unilateral
transtibial amputation (TTA) have numerous biomechanical differences between the intact
and amputated legs, and compared to people without TTA. TTA results in changes in joint
kinetics, ground reaction forces, muscular coordination, and internal joint loading, which has
been previously observed during walking. However, the effect of amputation together with
the effect of prosthesis choice (DUP vs. RSP) and running speed have not been investigated
among people with TTA during running. Characterizing the running biomechanics of people
with TTA is important for understanding implications of device choice and amputation on
outcomes related to overall functionality and long-term injury, which is prevalent for people
with TTA. Therefore, the purpose of this work was to characterize the running biomechan-
ics of people with TTA to understand the effect of prosthesis choice (RSP vs. DUP), the
presence of an amputation, and running speed on coordination and injury risk. People with
and without TTA ran at speeds ranging from 2.5 m/s to 5.0 m/s (10:44 min/mile - 5:21
min/mile) while kinematics, kinetics, and muscle activity were collected. Musculoskeletal
models were developed to estimate internal hip joint contact forces. Compared to DUPs, the
iii
use of RSPs reduced the amount of compensatory amputated side hip work, increased device
energy return, reduced total muscle activity, improved peak muscle activation timing, and
reduced bilateral peak hip joint contact forces. Understanding the effects of amputation,
prosthesis type, and running speed on metrics related to injury risk for people with TTA is
important for informing device selection, providing evidence for medical insurance coverage,
and improving long-term joint health outcomes. Outcomes from this research have the po-
tential to improve device availability and ultimately, eliminate barriers for people with TTA
to freely participate in running and sporting activities.
iv
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
As of 2005, 1.6 million individuals in the United States were living with an amputa-
tion. This population is predicted to double in size by 2050 (Ziegler-Graham et al., 2008).
Transtibial amputation has many etiologies including disease (dysvascular or other), a trau-
matic event, or a congenital condition. Regardless of the reason for an amputation, it has
multiple negative effects on overall health. For example, individuals with a lower-limb am-
putation have an increased risk of cardiovascular disease, joint disorders, weight gain, and
depression (Naschitz & Lenger 2008; Saris et al., 2003; Singh et al., 2007; Yap & Davis,
2008). Physical activity is beneficial for overall physical, emotional, and social health (Singh
et al., 2007; Kavanagh, 1983; Kvam et al., 2016), and running in particular has been tied to
long-term health benefits. For people with a lower-limb amputation who desire to be active
recreationally or to return to active military service, physical activity can be an integral part
of their function and overall health (Webster et al., 2001; Smith, 1993).
People with a unilateral transtibial amputation (TTA) are increasingly interested and
participating in physical activity (LimbPower, 2016). However, limitations in device design
and availability make it difficult for people with TTA to easily and safely run. Running-
specific prostheses (RSPs) are devices that are specifically designed for running and sprinting
by storing and returning energy through deflection of carbon fiber (Nolan, 2008; DeLuigi &
Cooper, 2014). However, RSPs are generally not covered by health insurance in the United
States, meaning that if a person with TTA wishes to run, he or she may do so using their
daily-use prosthesis (DUP). DUPs are not designed for highly dynamic activities and have
been shown to increase metabolic demand during running compared to RSPs (Mengelkoch et
al., 2014) (Figure 1.1). Identifying changes in running biomechanics as a result of amputation
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and prosthesis type is important for understanding the implications of using such devices
for running. Changes in biomechanics during running are also useful in light of acute and
long-term musculoskeletal injury risks sustained during running. However, no prior studies
have evaluated running biomechanics when using RSPs compared to DUPs.
Figure 1.1: From left to right, a runner with a transtibial amputation using a running-specific
prosthesis, a runner with a transtibial amputation using a daily-use prosthesis, and a runner
without an amputation.
People with TTA have biomechanical asymmetry stemming from the functional loss of
the ankle plantarflexor muscles in the amputated leg during walking and running, which may
be related to the long-term secondary conditions. For example, greater joint work and/or
contact forces may put the amputated leg hip at the risk of overuse injury or may contribute
to the established increased risks and rates of hip osteoarthritis (Morgenroth et al., 2012;
Kulkarni et al., 1998; Hetzler et al., 2014). Device stiffness has been shown to affect braking
ground reaction forces in people with TTA during walking, where compliant devices have
larger amputated leg braking forces in people with TTA (Fey et al., 2011). While DUPs are
more stiff than RSPs, it is unknown how changes in device properties in these two broad
categories of devices (DUP vs RSP) affect running biomechanics.
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People with TTA also have an increased risk and fear of falling relative to people without
TTA (Miller et al., 2001). Furthermore, people with TTA have reduced muscle strength,
lack of a biological ankle joint, and reduced proprioception in their amputated leg, which all
provide challenges to maintaining balance (Moirenfeld et al., 2000; Hetzler et al., 2014). In
running, regulating dynamic balance is critical in order to avoid a fall and potential injury,
but little is known about how this population regulates balance during this task. Regulation
of whole-body angular momentum in people with TTA is critical for maintaining balance
during walking (Herr & Popovic, 2008; Pickle et al., 2017; Silverman & Neptune, 2011;
Neptune & McGowan 2011; Neptune & McGowan 2016). Characterizing how people with
TTA regulate angular momentum during running has important implications for prosthetic
device improvement and ensuring safety during physical activity.
Asymmetric joint kinetics and ground reaction forces are driven by underlying neuro-
muscular coordination changes that are not fully understood for people with TTA during
running. Furthermore, how prosthetic device selection affects muscle coordination is un-
known. People with TTA have greater hamstring and quadriceps activity during walking in
the amputated leg compared to the intact leg and leg of people without TTA (Isakov et al.,
2001; Fey et al., 2010). Device design may affect neuromuscular coordination during run-
ning, since during walking, compliant prostheses reduce amputated leg hamstring activity
(Fey et al., 2011). In-depth investigation of neuromuscular coordination is needed to identify
muscular adaptations to device design.
Changes in neuromuscular coordination and kinetics likely indicate altered joint contact
forces during running in people with TTA. People with TTA have greater risks and rates of
bilateral hip osteoarthritis compared to people without TTA, with conflicting evidence as to
which hip has a greater prevalence (Struyf et al., 2009; Kulkarni et al., 1998). Osteoarthritis
is a degenerative disease that is the result of the damage of articular cartilage and results in
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painful, limited mobility. Asymmetric biomechanics (joint force, work, moments, etc.) may
predispose people to early OA development, although the etiology of this disease is multifac-
torial (Ganz et al., 2008; Morgenroth et al., 2012). Quantifying peak hip joint contact forces
is important to determine the effect of amputation and prosthesis choice on joint mechanics
and potential long-term joint degeneration. Individual muscle forces are also important to
quantify during running because joint contact forces are significantly affected by surrounding
muscle forces acting on a joint, and provide a link between muscle coordination and resulting
joint mechanics. Joint contact and muscle forces are difficult or impossible to collect in vivo,
and musculoskeletal modeling and simulation is a powerful tool that can be used to estimate
these quantities. Musculoskeletal modeling and simulation approaches have not previously
been used to investigate people with TTA during running, and developing models of people
wearing various prosthesis types will be useful in providing joint contact load estimates un-
der varying conditions. Hip joint contact forces are of particular importance as people with
TTA have many hip joint level compensations as a result of the lack of amputated leg ankle
plantarflexors. Greater amputated leg positive hip work likely increases muscular demand,
and thus, likely affect peak hip joint contact force.
Investigating the effect of prosthesis type on running biomechanics in people with TTA
is important for allowing clinicians, prosthetists, and people with TTA in selecting the best
prosthesis. Differences in joint kinematics and kinetics, ground reaction forces, whole-body
angular momentum, muscle coordination and joint contact loading can provide insight into
the risks of injuries such as muscle strains (Hetzler et al., 2014; Feldman et al., 2010) and
long-term secondary conditions such as OA (Struyf et al., 2009; Kulkarni et al., 1998) in
people with TTA.
Therefore, the purpose of this research is to directly compare running biomechanics be-
tween the use of DUPs and RSPs for people with and without TTA, and to determine how
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the presence of an amputation, prosthesis type, and running speed affect outcomes related
to performance and injury risk. The results obtained from this research have the potential to
increase the availability of RSPs to people with TTA and expand the landscape of running
research for people with TTA. The remainder of this dissertation will focus on four areas
of research in relation to understanding biomechanical differences during running for people
with TTA including whole-body angular momentum (Chapter 2), investigation of joint kine-
matics, kinetics, and ground reaction forces (Chapter 3), muscle coordination (Chapter 4),
joint contact loading (Chapter 5) and future work (Chapter 6). Also included is a summary
of the dissemination of this research to date including relevant publications, presentations,
and invited lectures (Appendix A).
1.1 Running in people without an amputation
Running is an activity that can be enjoyed recreationally or competitively and is bene-
ficial for cardiovascular, emotional, and social health (Singh et al., 2007; Kavanagh, 1983;
Kvam et al., 2016). Recreational running continues to grow in popularity, as evidenced by
an increase in the number of running race finishers from approximately 4.5 million in 1990
to over 17 million in 2015 (Running USA, 2016). People with an amputation also have a
growing desire to participate in sports and activity, but are limited in their ability to do so
because of lack of prosthesis availability, among other factors (LimbPower, 2016).
A distinguishing biomechanical characteristic of running is the presence of the flight phase
during which both feet are off the ground at the same time (Figure 1.2). Only one foot is in
contact with the ground at a time while running, during the stance phase (Figure 1.2). Much
of the available literature surrounding amputee biomechanics is focused on walking, which
is characterized by a double support phase rather than a flight phase. Walking studies are
useful for understanding overall biomechanical differences between people with and without
an amputation, but less is known about running with an amputation.
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During the stance phase of running, a single foot strikes the ground while the opposite
leg is in swing phase. The leg in contact with the ground first exerts a force posteriorly,
which assists in slowing the velocity of the center of mass (braking). In the second half of the
stance phase, the ground reaction force (GRF) is directed anteriorly, accelerating the center
of mass forward and into the next flight phase (propulsion). Force is also exerted in the ver-
tical direction (which contains the vertical impact peak), and in the mediolateral direction
(which is often used to evaluate medial/lateral balance control) (Cavanagh & LaFortune,
1980).
The foot progresses out of the stance phase at approximately 40% of the gait cycle, which
is referred to as toe off. The leg is then in swing phase, which lasts until ipsilateral heelstrike
at 100% (Fig. 2). As running speed increases, toe off occurs earlier in the gait cycle as
people spend more time in swing phase (Novacheck, 1998).
Figure 1.2: Running gait cycle. Stance phase is approximately 40% of the cycle, but reduces
with increasing speed. A period of absorption of energy from the muscles as the eccentrically
contract to control impact is followed by a propulsive phase where muscles concentrically
contract to move the body forward into swing phase, which lasts approximately 60% of the
gait cycle.
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Individual muscles contribute to the acceleration of the body center of mass, which is
typically referred to as contributions to body support (vertical acceleration), braking and
propulsion (horizontal acceleration), and mediolateral balance during running. For example,
during running the quadriceps are the largest contributors to braking and support of the body
during the first half of the stance phase (Hamner et al., 2010). The quadriceps (i.e., vasti and
rectus femoris) provide 80% of the total peak backward acceleration, and the tibialis anterior
provides the majority of the remainder of the backward acceleration (Hamner & Delp, 2013).
The ankle plantarflexors (i.e., gastrocnemius and soleus) are largely responsible for body
propulsion and support during the second half of stance (Hamner et al., 2010). The soleus
provides the largest upward acceleration contribution to the mass center of the lower leg
muscles, providing 77% of total vertical acceleration (Hamner & Delp, 2013). The gastroc-
nemius provides 35% of the forward acceleration of the center of mass in addition to the
soleus’s contributions to forward mass acceleration (Hamner et al., 2010; Hamner & Delp,
2013). Running engages many other portions of the musculoskeletal system, especially the
trunk muscles for stabilization (Behm et al., 2009). Individual muscle force is important to
quantify during running since joint contact forces are significantly affected by surrounding
muscle forces acting on a joint. Joint contact forces are important to quantify in relation to
joint health and potential degeneration. Muscle and joint contact forces are difficult to mea-
sure in vivo, but can be estimated using modeling and simulation approaches (See Chapter 5).
1.2 Amputee Locomotion
Amputation results in substantial changes to a person’s gait characteristics and has signif-
icant effects on locomotion including changes in muscle activity, joint level power generation,
joint loading, and kinematics. Many of the observed differences in biomechanical variables
for people with TTA compared to people without TTA are due to the functional loss of the
ankle plantarflexor muscles, which are critical for balance regulation, support, and propul-
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sion (Neptune & McGowan., 2016; Hamner et al., 2010). Prosthetic devices used by people
with TTA restore some level of function during gait. There are varying prosthetic solutions
available for people with TTA depending on their mobility level, which can also affect their
movement patterns.
1.2.1 Prosthesis Types
After an amputation, a person with TTA is prescribed a daily-use prosthesis (DUP),
which is designed for activities of daily living. DUP design may vary based on the ability
level of the individual. Ability level for people with TTA is rated on a K0-K4 scale and is a
clinically determined measure used by Medicare (Amputee Coalition, 2013) with a level of
K0 indicating that the individual does not have the ability to ambulate without assistance,
and a prosthesis is usually not recommended. Level K4 relates to an individual who has the
ability to ambulate beyond basic capability and has the potential to engage in high impact
activities.
DUPs attach at the distal end of the pylon or socket, and specific design features of DUPs
vary between manufacturers (Figure 1.3).
A solid-ankle cushioned heel (SACH) foot is a non-articulating design with a solid keel,
which provides some compression of the heel portion for damping at contact with the ground.
This design is most commonly prescribed for individuals at a K1 or K2 mobility level due to
the perceived stability provided by a rigid ankle during stance, the low speeds and limited
activities that are associated with the K1 and K2 levels, and its low-cost. However, indi-
viduals with reduced mobility may benefit from the addition of a multi-axial foot which can
help to reduce the energy cost of walking (Delussu et al., 2016; Andrews, 1996; Paradisi et
al., 2015). In addition to limited range of motion at the ankle, the SACH foot alters gait
by transitioning users to a later foot-flat after heel strike as compared to non-articulating
designs (Goh et al., 1984). The SACH foot also has been associated with slower self-selected
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Figure 1.3: Össsur Pro-flex daily-use
prosthesis. The prosthesis is attached
distal to the pylon and socket and
fits inside of a cosmetic shell. Image
Credit: Össur.com.
walking speeds and greater metabolic expenditure and lower gait efficiency during running
as compared to more compliant prostheses (Mengelkoch et al., 2014).
Energy-storage and return (ESAR) feet have been developed as an alternative to earlier
designs like the SACH foot. ESAR feet were first developed in the 1980’s with the inten-
tion of providing additional energy return from the deflection of a carbon fiber keel during
stance, returning energy as the keel is unloaded during push-off. ESAR feet have been shown
to return 2-3 times more energy as compared to the traditional prosthetic foot design, the
solid-ankle cushioned heel (SACH) foot (Czerniecki et al., 1991). As ESAR feet increase the
amount of energy that is returned in stance phase as compared to earlier designs, metabolic
efficiency is improved with their use (Nielsen et al., 1988; Hafner, 2005; Schneider et al.,
1993; Hsu et al 1999). In addition, ankle range of motion is improved with the use of ESAR
feet (Hafner, 2005).
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Running-specific prostheses (RSPs) are a specialized form of an ESAR prosthetic foot.
The RSP design emerged at the 1992 Paralympic games and is marked by the absence of a
heel, which makes the prosthesis inherently specific for running and sprinting tasks (Pailler et
al., 2004). RSPs are designed to be in plantarflexion at their neutral position (Nolan, 2008),
which also mimics the sprinter’s natural kinematics (Mann & Hagy, 1980). In addition,
RSPs are lighter than the intact leg in an attempt to reduce metabolic energy expenditure
(Nolan, 2008), which has subsequently been shown during running in comparison to the use
of DUPs (Mengelkoch et al., 2014).
Modern RSPs are used by paralympians, recreational athletes, and children for a variety
of tasks including, sprinting, running, triathlons, and sport. RSPs are designed and man-
ufactured by a variety of companies and can come in different shapes and sizes. The two
main design shapes of RSPs are C-shape prostheses and J-shape prostheses (Figure 1.4).
A difference between the two designs is in the method of attachment to the socket on the
amputated leg. The J-shape prosthesis is attached posterior to the amputated leg, whereas
the C-shape prosthesis is attached distal to the end of the amputated leg and socket.
(a) Össur Flex-Foot Cheetah. A
J-shaped running-specific pros-
thesis. Image source: Össur.com.
(b) Össur Flex-Foot A C-shaped
running-specific prosthesis. Im-
age source: Össur.com.
Figure 1.4: Running-specific prostheses.
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Altering the alignment between the amputated leg and RSP can alter joint kinematics.
For example, shifting the load line of the leg posteriorly results in greater plantarflexion
(Buckley, 1999). In addition, changes in sagittal plane alignment of RSPs have been shown
to result in altered GRFs (Tominaga et al., 2015). Different shapes and designs have also
been shown to elicit different performance results. For example, J-shaped prostheses return
approximately 1% more stored elastic energy than C-shaped (Beck et al., 2016). J-shaped
prostheses also result in reduced metabolic cost of running as compared to C-shaped prosthe-
ses (Nolan 2008; Beck et al., 2017). RSPs are designed to accommodate a range of running
distances, surfaces, and tasks (e.g., jogging as opposed to sprinting). For example, the Flex-
Foot Cheetah by ’́Ossur is recommended for track and field events . The Flex-Foot by ’́Ossur
is advertised as having a larger toe lever to allow for “improved symmetry” and can be used
for recreational events, on uneven surfaces, as well as high impact activities, however, these
claims have not been scientifically investigated or detailed.
RSPs are available in a range of 4 to 10 stiffness categories. Prescription of a particular
stiffness category to an individual depends on their weight and activities of interest. Higher
impact activities of interest may warrant a stiffer RSP (Ottobock, 2017; Freedom Innova-
tions, 2017) to regulate device compression and resulting force return.
Bodyweight and activity level lead to an RSP prescription that varies across manufactur-
ers based on their specific designs and associated stiffness categories. For the same activity
levels and bodyweight, recommendations for stiffness can be different across companies. That
is, stiffness categories are not universal across manufacturers (Beck et al., 2016).
1.2.2 Walking in people with a transtibial amputation
Walking in people with TTA has been more extensively studied compared to running, and
walking studies only include conclusions based on the use of DUPs. Biomechanical strate-
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gies observed during walking that facilitate body support, propulsion and dynamic balance
control may also be used to facilitate running, and are therefore important to understand.
People with TTA have asymmetry between the intact and amputated legs in gait kinematics
(Bateni & Olney, 2002), kinetics (Sanderson & Martin, 1996; Silverman et al., 2008), GRFs
(Arya et al., 1995; Silverman et al., 2008), temporal characteristics (Powers et al., 1998),
and muscle strength (Lloyd et al., 2010; Isakov et al., 1996). Many of these differences result
from the functional loss of the ankle muscles in the amputated leg and compensations from
the remaining musculature in both legs. In addition, people with TTA have slower walking
speeds and stride lengths compared to people without TTA (Powers et al., 1998), shorter
stance time on the amputated leg as compared to the intact leg, and wider steps as compared
to people without TTA (Hof et al., 2007).
Kinematic and kinetic differences
There are differences in joint kinematics in people with TTA compared to people without
TTA. Kinematic differences include a smaller prosthetic “ankle” range of motion compared
to the intact leg (Sanderson et al., 1997), and less hip extension and knee flexion on the am-
putated leg compared to the intact leg during stance phase as compared to people without
TTA (Powers et al., 1998; Bateni & Olney, 2002).
Kinetic differences in people with TTA include asymmetric three-dimensional GRFs dur-
ing gait, in addition to quantities such as vertical impact peak and loading rate. Overall,
people with TTA demonstrate a preference for loading the intact leg compared to the am-
putated leg as evidenced by greater GRFs in the intact leg (Sanderson et al., 1997; Baum et
al., 2013; Adamcyzk & Kuo 2015; Silverman et al., 2008; Arya et al., 1995; Beyaert et al.,
2008). Specifically, people with TTA generate greater peak vertical and propulsive forces in
the intact leg compared to the amputated leg (Adamcyzk & Kuo, 2015; Silverman et al.,
2008). Propulsive and braking forces are also significantly smaller in the amputated leg as
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compared to both intact leg and people without TTA (Sanderson et al., 1997; Silverman et
al 2008; Adamcyzk & Kuo, 2015). In addition, peak vertical GRF and vertical GRF loading
rate are greater in the intact leg of people with TTA compared to the amputated leg (Arya
et al., 1995; Beyaert et al 2008). No significant differences in mediolateral GRFs have been
found between people with and without TTA during walking (Silverman & Neptune, 2011).
Joint moments, power, and work
The ankle muscles are critical for gait since they contribute to body propulsion, support,
and balance regulation. The absence of these muscles results in joint moment, power and
work differences during walking. For example, people with TTA have greater hip extensor
moments and smaller knee extension moments during the stance phase (Winter & Sienko
1988; Bateni & Olney, 2002). The amputated leg has significantly greater hip power during
the first portion of stance phase, and in late stance and early swing phase compared to the
intact leg. Total hip work is therefore greater in the amputated leg of people with TTA
compared to people without TTA (Grumiller et al., 2008; Silverman et al 2008; Bateni &
Olney, 2002). The peak hip extensor moment of the amputated leg is significantly smaller
compared to the intact leg and people without TTA (Sanderson et al., 1997). These differ-
ences are thought to be the main compensatory mechanism for the absence of functioning
ankle plantarflexor muscles. Changes in hip mechanics likely contribute to reduced braking
in early stance to compensate for reduced propulsion in late stance, thus maintaining walking
speed (Bateni & Olney, 2002; Silverman et al., 2008).
In people with TTA, the knee moment is significantly smaller during the stance phase of
walking in the amputated leg compared to the intact leg or the leg of people without TTA
(Sanderson et al., 1997; Powers et al., 1998; Bateni & Olney, 2002). In addition, people
with TTA have significantly smaller average knee power during stance compared to people
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without TTA (Bateni & Olney, 2002; Powers et al., 1998).
Changes in GRFs and resulting joint kinetics also play a role in observed increased ranges
of whole-body angular momentum during walking for people with TTA (Silverman & Nep-
tune, 2011; Pickle et al., 2017). The range of frontal plane angular momentum for people
with TTA is greater compared to people without TTA, and is likely due to the asymmetric
GRFs between amputated and intact legs. Increased ranges of whole-body angular momen-
tum may contribute to the increased risk of falling for people with TTA (Miller et al., 2001).
Greater sagittal plane angular momentum in people with TTA is tied to reduce braking and
propulsion in people with TTA, and likely also contributes to greater risk and occurrence of
falling.
Differences in joint kinetics reveal changes in muscle action as kinetics expose the net
effect of muscles crossing a joint. With the loss of the functioning ankle muscles, other mus-
cles must compensate to provide key functional subtasks during gait. These altered muscle
strategies can also lead to increases or decreases in muscle strength over time. As a result of
altered GRFs, moments about the center of mass of the body are altered, and thus angular
momentum quantities are affected. Altered movement requirements, the lack of ankle mus-
culature, asymmetric GRFs, and physiological and strength changes all likely play a role in
the altered joint kinetics for people with TTA .
Muscle activity and functional roles
Muscle activity can be monitored through electromyography (EMG). EMG signals are
useful in understanding timing and relative activation levels of muscles across tasks. Mus-
culoskeletal modeling can be used to estimate individual muscle contributions to movement.
That is, the causal relationship between muscle force and output movement. This section
will describe both EMG measures and modeling study results related to muscle timing and
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functional roles during walking for people with TTA.
The functional loss of the plantarflexors undoubtedly affects gait, as these muscles are
responsible for significantly contributing to forward propulsion and support during walking
and running (Neptune et al., 2001; Hamner & Delp, 2013). The soleus and gastrocnemius
provide 60% and 25%, respectively, of the total trunk forward acceleration during walk-
ing (Neptune et al., 2001). Similarly, the gastrocnemius and soleus are responsible for the
majority of forward acceleration of the body center of mass during running without TTA
(Hamner & Delp., 2013). The loss of these muscles results in the need for compensatory
strategies to facilitate gait (Silverman & Neptune, 2012). In the amputated leg, the biceps
femoris long head, vastus lateralis, and rectus femoris all have greater activity, as indicated
by integrated EMG (iEMG), during the braking phase of gait compared to the intact leg
(Fey et al., 2010). The plantarflexors are also major contributors to the regulation of angular
momentum in both the sagittal and frontal planes during walking, which is important for
maintaining dynamic balance (Neptune & McGowan 2011; Neptune & McGowan 2016). For
people without TTA, the ankle plantarflexors provide support in the second half of stance
phase. For people with TTA, this body support is instead provided by the prosthesis on the
amputated leg (Silverman & Neptune, 2012). The use of a prosthesis reduces overall body
propulsion and does not deliver energy to the leg for swing initiation like the biarticular
gastrocnemius (Silverman & Neptune, 2012).
The loss of the ankle muscles and addition of a prosthesis during walking results in al-
tered demands for body support and forward propulsion compared to people without TTA.
The vastus lateralis, gluteus maximus, and gluteus medius are all shown to provide body
support during the first half of stance in people with and without TTA. People with TTA
have greater muscle activity compared to people without TTA during walking, consistent
with the needs for body support and propulsion. For example, people with TTA have longer
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EMG duration compared to people without TTA in the vastus lateralis, semimembranosus,
and biceps femoris long head (Powers et al., 1998). People with TTA also have greater ham-
string activity in the amputated leg, which is in conjunction with the greater hip extensor
moment (Powers et al., 1998; Isakov et al., 2000; Fey et al., 2010). People with TTA also
have physiological differences that emerge post-amputation that may affect muscular com-
pensations such as atrophied quadriceps from lack of use in the amputated leg, which could
contribute to differences in joint kinetics (Schmalz et al., 2001).
Device design plays a role in neuromuscular control patterns for people with TTA. The
use of a solid ankle cushion heel (SACH) prosthesis during walking results in co-contraction
of the quadriceps and hamstrings and greater overall activity during the stance phase as
compared to the single-axis prosthesis. The rigidity of a SACH prosthesis may result in
this increased co-contraction (Culham et al., 1986). Similar studies indicate that people
with TTA have greater activity in the amputated leg hamstrings during the stance phase of
walking which is suggested to be major compensation for people with TTA (Fey et al., 2010,
Isakov et al., 2000; Winter & Sienko, 1988). All of these studies point to altered muscular
demands in people with TTA during walking, and that these muscular demands may be
affected by prosthesis type.
Joint contact forces
People with TTA have a greater prevalence of osteoarthritis (OA) in the intact leg knee
and bilateral hips relative to people without TTA (Norvell et al., 2005; Lemaire & Fisher,
1994; Lloyd et al., 2010). The development of OA is multi-factorial, however, asymmetric
movement and force production likely contribute to the greater rates of OA in people with
TTA (Morgenroth et al., 2012). OA is a degenerative disease resulting in the breakdown
of articular cartilage, which cannot be regenerated naturally. Hip joint contact forces, al-
though not commonly studied in locomotion of people with TTA, are greater in both intact
16
and amputated sides for people with TTA compared to people without TTA during walking
– although these results are based on theoretical kinematics and may not be reflective of
typical walking behavior of people with TTA (Koelewijn & van den Bogert, 2016). Elevated
joint contact loads may contribute to pain and/or cartilage degeneration following TTA.
Joint contact loads are important to quantify to identify potential future injury risk
and/or joint degeneration. While many studies focus on joint load calculations from inverse
dynamics (van der Linden et al., 1999), these quantities do not include contributions of
muscle forces. Joint intersegmental forces calculated via inverse dynamics techniques do
not include muscle contributions to compression of the joint or effects of co-contraction. In
addition, joint contact loads are generally not feasible to measure experimentally. However,
musculoskeletal modeling approaches can be used to estimate these joint contact loads non-
invasively.
1.2.3 Running in people with a transtibial amputation
Running with in people with TTA has not been as extensively studied as walking. How-
ever, many of the compensations observed during walking likely play an important role in
running. Several studies have investigated the effect of RSP use on running performance in
elite athletes, which is a specifically, highly trained group of individuals. There is only one
known study that compares different types of prostheses while running (Mengelkoch et al.,
2014), but the results only included metabolic efficiency. The effects of prosthesis design
during running of recreational athletes with TTA remains unclear and is likely important for
understanding how prosthesis choice affects running biomechanics and injury risk for people
with TTA.
Kinematic and kinetic differences
Prior studies have examined GRFs in people with TTA using RSPs at high speeds (7.0
m/s - 9.8 m/s) and at a small range of lower running speeds (2.5 m/s - 3.5 m/s) in elite
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sprinters (Grabowski et al., 2010; Baum et al., 2013). However, examining GRFs for peo-
ple with TTA at a full range of running speeds has not been recorded in a population of
recreational runners using RSPs and DUPs. Increases in average and peak vGRFs, braking
impulse, peak vertical impact peak, and vertical loading rate are apparent in the intact legs
compared to the amputated leg and legs of people without TTA at low speeds (Baum et al.,
2013; Hobara et al., 2013). An increase of average vGRF in the intact leg compared to the
amputated leg at sprinting speeds is also apparent (Grabowski et al., 2010). In addition,
RSPs limit the amount of force that can be exerted during stance (Grabowski et al., 2010;
Weyand et al., 2009), which ultimately limits the top speed that sprinters may be able to
achieve.
For RSPs, propulsive and braking impulses increase with speed, and there are no dif-
ferences in propulsive impulse between the amputated and intact legs (Baum et al., 2016)
However, the intact leg generates greater peak braking forces and greater peak medial and
lateral GRFs compared to the amputated leg (Baum et al., 2016). For people with TTA
using DUPs, braking and propulsive forces are smaller in the amputated leg compared to
the intact leg (Sanderson & Martin, 1996).
Sprinters with TTA do not have a difference in the range of mediolateral foot placement
compared sprinters without TTA, but they have greater variability in foot placement, which
could indicate an alternate balance strategy (Arellano et al., 2015). In addition, people with
TTA have significantly reduced mediolateral GRFs in the amputated leg compared to people
without TTA (Baum et al., 2013). People with TTA using RSPs also have shorter stance,
step, and aerial times in addition to shorter step lengths and an increased step frequency
as compared to runners without TTA (Baum et al., 2013). Overall, asymmetric GRFs in
people with TTA indicate an altered running strategy, which is likely required to control
balance and provide forward propulsion in the absence of the plantarflexors. Angular mo-
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mentum regulation is important to quantify during running for TTA especially as balance
is compromised following amputation, and regulating balance may be affected by varying
prosthesis designs during running.
Joint moments, power, and work
During running with a DUP, the intact leg of people with TTA generates similar mo-
ments at the ankle, knee, and hip compared to runners without TTA (Czerniecki et al.,
1991). However, in the amputated leg, the peak plantarflexor moment at the ankle is signif-
icantly smaller than the intact leg, which can be largely attributed to lack of energy storage
and return in the prosthesis (Sanderson & Martin, 1996). The knee extensor moment in the
amputated leg is 50% less than the intact leg and leg of people without TTA (Sanderson &
Martin, 1996). The majority of these differences occur during the stance phase, when body
weight is transferred completely onto the amputated leg. The point at which the amputated
leg hip transitions from extension to flexion during stance is delayed compared to the intact
leg and the legs of people without TTA, which subsequently increases the magnitude of the
hip moment (Schache et al., 2011). Many differences in joint moments and powers in the
amputated leg are thought to stem from the increased need for body support during stance
phase in the amputated side (Sanderson & Martin., 1996). Altered loading patterns such as
asymmetric vGRFs and hip power suggest a set of compensatory strategies that people with
TTA use following amputation.
Muscle activity and functional roles
There are no known studies that examine muscle activity for people with TTA during
running. However, changes in joint work for people with TTA during running indicate that
muscular control is altered, although using EMG analyses to examine these alterations is
necessary. Understanding muscle coordination differences in people with TTA is important
given that hamstring strain is the most common injury for runners with TTA (Hetzler et
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al., 2014). Comparing muscle activity and functional roles between people using RSPs and
DUPs will provide a deeper understanding of prosthesis needs, running performance, and
potential injury risk during running.
Joint contact forces
While joint contact forces have been studied in amputee walking and in running for peo-
ple without TTA, there are no studies that assess joint contact forces in running gait in
people with TTA. During running for people without TTA, there have been modeling and
experimental studies that have captured HJCF during jogging. Specialized hip implants used
as a part of total hip arthroplasty have been used to measure HJCF. During slow jogging
(< 2 m/s), peak hip joint contact force reaches approximately 4.8 times body weight, and
reaches upward of 9 times body weight during stumbling (Bergmann et al., 1993). Muscu-
loskeletal modeling has been used to estimate HJCF during running in people without TTA
and predicted approximately 9 times body weight during running at 3.3 m/s (Giarmatzis et
al., 2015). However, both previous experimental and modeling studies should be interpreted
in light of the following limitations. Experimental results obtained from hip implants may
include surgical effects as a result from hip replacement surgery, which are accompanied by
changes in gait kinematics and kinetics. In addition, the previously mentioned modeling
study used static optimization methods to predict muscle forces during running, which did
not include activation and contraction dynamics, thus, muscle force estimates during higher
velocity movements may be underestimated with the use of static optimization approaches
(Thelen & Anderson, 2006) (See Chapter 5). Estimating HJCF in people with TTA can
reveal how the presence of amputation and prosthesis choice affect the development of long-
term injury such as hip OA, which is prevalent in people with TTA.
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1.3 Injury
Over 70% of runners experience a running-related injury every year, often stemming from
improper training and/or overuse (Hreljac, 2004). Some of the most common musculoskele-
tal injuries in runners without TTA are tibial stress fractures, (Crossley et al., 1999), medial
tibial stress syndrome, Achilles tendon injuries, and plantar fasciitis (Lopes et al., 2012).
These injuries are made worse by the type of surface or footwear, which changes the stiffness
of the contact of the foot with the ground. These injuries are generally acute and can be
resolved with proper rest or changes in training regimen. Muscle strain and tendinopathy are
also common for runners, and are a result of repeated high impact and muscle contraction
(Lopes et al., 2012). A change in training regimen, such as rapidly increasing mileage or
abnormal joint range of motion, can contribute to the development of these injuries, thus
overuse and training injuries often go hand-in-hand (Hreljac, 2004). Hip injuries can be
acute in nature, such as muscle strain, or long-term, such as osteoarthritis.
1.3.1 Acute Hip Injury
Hip injuries are less common during running compared to other injuries, but there are
several risk factors that may be associated with developing a hip injury including excessive
external hip rotation, running distance, sudden accelerations or decelerations, eccentric con-
traction, or unbalanced muscle strength, which are related to acute discomfort or injury (van
Mechelen et al., 1996; Paluska et al., 2005). Hip muscle strains and tendonitis are the most
common injuries at this joint (Paluska et al., 2005). Muscles most commonly affected by
strain include the hamstrings and iliopsoas, rectus femoris, and adductor muscles. Acute
hip injuries like muscle strain are often perpetuated by poor technique, running surface, leg
length discrepancy, and a variety of other factors, but can usually be treated at home. Hip
injuries can also be made worse with overuse.
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Overuse injuries are prevalent in runners without TTA, and thus, as the population of
runners with TTA increases, it is important to understand how prosthesis type affects risk
factors associated with acute injury. Common overuse injuries have been linked to the mag-
nitude of GRF impact peak, the rate of GRF loading, the magnitude of propulsive force, the
magnitude of knee joint forces and moments, and the magnitude and rate of foot pronation
(Hreljac, 2004). In addition, Hreljac et al., showed that individuals who had sustained at
least one overuse injury in their lifetime exhibited greater peak vGRF and maximum vertical
loading rate (Hreljac et al., 2000). While many injuries can be abated with proper rehabili-
tation and rest, once an injury has been sustained, the runner will often have biomechanical
changes over time. For example, runners with a history of stress fracture had greater impact
GRFs, loading rates, and peak tibial acceleration as compared to runners without a history
of injury (Milner et al., 2006). Therefore, avoiding injury, or ensuring proper rehabilitation
techniques after injury is key in long-term recovery. This becomes especially important as
people with TTA already have asymmetric biomechanics, which could worsen with the ad-
dition of a running injury.
1.3.2 Osteoarthritis
During running, hip joint contact forces in people without TTA are estimated to increase
with increasing running speed (Giarmatzis et al., 2015). Long-term hip injury may be of
more concern during running for people with TTA as people with TTA have asymmetric
muscle activity, muscle force, strength, and movement. Asymmetric biomechanics, and es-
pecially joint loading, are a risk factor associated with long-term injury such as osteoarthritis
(Moregnroth et al., 2012). While many acute running injuries require rest or short periods of
time to recuperate, osteoarthritis is degenerative, and the resulting cartilage damage cannot
be reversed.
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Greater vGRFs have implications for injury and the onset of various musculoskeletal
disorders such as osteoarthritis (OA) (Struyf et al., 2009; Norvell et al., 2005). OA is a de-
generative condition resulting in the deterioration of articular cartilage, and can be related
to asymmetric force between sides of the body (GRFs and joint loading), abnormal collagen
production, or previous injury among other things (Flemming & Walker, 2010). Degenera-
tion associated with OA often results in pain, discomfort, and a reduction in mobility due
to the absence or significant reduction in cartilage, which is a load-supporting material with
a high water content and unique collagen structure (Mow et al., 1992). In runners without
TTA, the development of OA as it relates to running is unclear. Some studies suggest a re-
lationship between high rates of load bearing activity and the development of OA (Ving̊ard
et al., 1998; Spector et al., 1996). However, greater peak vGRFs seen during running are
not linked to the initiation of osteoarthritis, instead suggesting that cumulative loading may
be more of a risk factor (Miller, 2017).
1.3.3 Osteoarthritis in people with a transtibial amputation
People with TTA have a greater risk of developing OA. 27% of individuals with a trau-
matic leg amputation are affected by knee OA in the intact leg whereas 14% of the general
population is affected by knee OA (Struyf et al., 2009). One cause of OA in people with
TTA may be asymmetric loading and gait patterns after an amputation, such as greater
peak loading in the intact leg during walking and running compared to the amputated leg
(Burke et al., 1978; Lloyd et al., 2010; Baum et al., 2013; Silverman & Neptune, 2014).
In individuals with pre-osteoarthritic symptoms, vGRF loading occurs at a greater rate in
those with knee pain as compared to those with no knee pain (Radin et al., 1991). This
conclusion could have relevance to the development of OA in people with TTA resulting
from greater GRFs and may also have implications for how running with RSPs can alter
mechanical loading.
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For people with TTA, the prevalence of amputated leg OA has also been correlated to
decreased femoral neck bone mineral density, which is likely a contributing factor to in-
creased OA rates (Kulkarni et al., 1998). Given the greater risk of OA development from
weight-bearing activities and the greater prevalence of knee OA in people with TTA, run-
ning may present an even greater risk of developing OA, especially as cumulative loading
is reported to a possible cause of the development of OA (Miller, 2017). OA risk factors
are important to quantify for people with TTA to ensure long-term mobility and function.
Many overuse injuries can be addressed with rest and adjustment of training, however, OA
rehabilitation ultimately includes total joint replacement, a procedure which is invasive, and
generally requires revision. Total joint replacement for people with an amputation presents
unique and challenging rehabilitation care to ensure long-term mobility (Nejat et al, 2005),
thus avoiding total joint replacement is important.
People with TTA are also susceptible to injuries common to people without TTA such
as muscle strain and stress fractures. Amputated leg hamstring injury is most common in
runner with TTA and may be related to socket fit, amputee biomechanics, and prosthesis
choice (Hetzler et al., 2014).
1.4 Summary
There is a great body of research related to running in people without TTA and to walk-
ing in people with TTA. However, there is less information regarding the biomechanics of
people with TTA at recreational running speeds. Specifically, the effects of using RSPs com-
paerd to DUPs for running is not fully understood. Understanding the differences in various
types of prostheses during running is important for quantifying prosthesis design on running
biomechanics and injury risk. While running is a beneficial activity for social, emotional,
and physical health, it can also pose a risk for injury, making it important to determine how
prosthesis choice affects injury risk. Muscle activity, ground reaction forces, joint kinetics,
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angular momentum, and joint contact forces are quantities that can provide information on
potential injury risk. Experimental data from people with and without TTA will be used to
explore the following four areas included in this dissertation: dynamic balance (Chapter 2),
joint kinetics and ground reaction forces (Chapter 3), muscle activity (Chapter 4), and hip
joint contact forces (Chapter 5)). Results from this research have potential implications for
informing people with TTA, clinicians, prosthetists, and insurance companies on the best
prosthetic devices to use for running to avoid potential long term joint damage. Future work
and extensions of this body of research will also be included in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
DYNAMIC BALANCE DURING RUNNING USING RUNNING-SPECIFIC
PROSTHESES
Reproduced with permissions from the Journal of Biomechanics. Copyright 2019 Elsevier,
Ltd.
Lauren A. Sepp1, Brian S. Baum2, Erika Nelson-Wong3, and Anne K. Silverman4
2.1 Abstract
Running is beneficial for physical, social, and emotional health, and participating in phys-
ical activity, including running, is becoming more popular for people with an amputation.
However, this population has a greater risk of falling relative to people without an amputa-
tion, which may be a barrier to running. Understanding how dynamic balance is maintained
during running is important for removing this barrier. To investigate dynamic balance, we
quantified whole-body angular momentum in eight people with a unilateral transtibial am-
putation (TTA) using running-specific prostheses (RSPs) compared to eight people without
TTA during running at 2.5, 3.0, and 3.5m/s. People with TTA had greater ranges of whole-
body angular momentum compared to people without TTA in the frontal and sagittal planes
(p < 0.01). These greater ranges resulted from smaller peak medial, lateral, and braking
ground reaction forces from the amputated leg compared to the intact leg and people without
TTA. Reduced RSP mass relative to the biological leg also influenced whole-body angular
1PhD Candidate in Mechanical Engineering at Colorado School of Mines (Golden, CO). Primary author
responsible for data analysis, results interpretation, and manuscript preparation.
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momentum as evidenced by smaller ranges of amputated leg angular momentum compared
to the intact leg in the frontal and sagittal planes. Smaller amputated leg angular momen-
tum corresponded with smaller contralateral arm angular momentum in the sagittal plane
(p < 0.01). People with TTA maintain balance during running as a result of altered muscle
coordination and prosthesis characteristics. Restoring mediolateral force generation in RSPs
may help reduce the range of frontal plane whole-body angular momentum for people with
TTA, with potential to improve their ability to maintain balance during running.
2.2 Introduction
Running is beneficial for physical, mental, emotional, and social health and has been
growing in popularity as a recreational activity (Bragaru et al., 2011; Valliant et al., 1985;
Lundstrom, 2017). People with an amputation are increasingly interested and participating
in physical activity, including running, which can be beneficial for rehabilitation and quality
of life (LimbPower, 2016; Bragaru et al., 2011; Lundstrom, 2017). Despite growing interest
in participation in physical activity, people with an amputation citep prosthetic limitation
and fear of falling among the top reasons they choose not to engage in or return to physical
activity (LimbPower, 2016). Thus, understanding how dynamic balance is maintained, is
important for enabling people with an amputation to engage in physical activity.
Whole-body angular momentum must be generated to facilitate locomotor tasks and
must also be regulated to maintain dynamic balance during gait (Herr and Popovic, 2008).
The regulation of angular momentum during running has not been widely studied with the
exception of the contribution of arm swing in relation to balance, which is known to assist
lateral balance during running in combination with alterations of step width (Hinrichs, 1987;
Arellano and Kram, 2011). The time rate of change of whole-body angular momentum
equals the net external moment about the body center of mass, and is modulated by ground
reaction forces (GRFs) and their associated moment arms (Figure 2.1). Thus, changes in the
net external moment can help explain observed changes in whole-body angular momentum.
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Figure 2.1: The time rate of change of whole-body angular momentum equals the net external
moment about the body center of mass (COM). Frontal, sagittal, and transverse plane whole-
body angular momentum is dependent upon the contributions from ground reaction forces
and their respective moment arms to the external moment.
Transtibial amputation (TTA) is characterized by the functional loss of ankle muscu-
lature. The ankle plantarflexors, compared to all major muscle groups, have the largest
contributions to support and propulsion during running (Hamner et al., 2010), and both
the dorsiflexors and plantarflexors are important for controlling balance, regulating sagittal
plane angular momentum, and responding to perturbations during walking (Winter, 1995;
Neptune and McGowan, 2011; Mueller et al., 1995). In addition, running on uneven surfaces
results in decreased ankle work in people without TTA relative to level ground, which is
suggested to be a mechanism to maintain balance based on proprioceptive feedback and the
sensitivity of the ankle joint (Voloshina and Ferris, 2015). The inability to modulate ankle
work effectively through muscle action may contribute to the greater risk of falling for people
with TTA (Miller et al., 2001). People with TTA have greater ranges of angular momentum
during walking at a range of speeds (Silverman and Neptune, 2011), particularly during the
prosthetic leg stance phase, when proprioception and muscular control are compromised.
In addition, the range of normalized angular momentum decreases with increased walking
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speed (Silverman and Neptune, 2011; Bennett et al., 2010). However, whole-body angular
momentum has not been examined in people with TTA during running. Investigating dy-
namic balance may have implications for prosthetic design improvements and for reducing
barriers for people with TTA to participate in physical activity.
Thus, the purpose of this study was to analyze dynamic balance in people with and
without TTA during running at a range of speeds. We quantified dynamic balance using
whole-body angular momentum, and people with TTA ran using running-specific prostheses
(RSPs). To interpret the whole-body angular momentum results, we also evaluated body
segment angular momenta, GRFs and external moment arms. We hypothesized that the
range of normalized whole-body angular momentum would be greater in frontal, sagittal,
and transverse planes in people with TTA compared to people without TTA at all speeds
and that this range would decrease as speed increased, similar to prior studies of walking.
2.3 Methods
Eight male runners with a unilateral TTA and eight male runners without TTA (Ta-
ble 2.1) provided written informed consent to participate in the protocol approved by the
Institutional Review Board. Each person with TTA ran with their prescribed RSP. The
manufacturer and stiffness category of each RSP was selected by each participant’s clinician.
Participants ran continuously along a 100m track at randomized speeds of 2.5m/s, 3.0m/s,
and 3.5m/s. Average running speed was monitored using a set of six laser sensors around
a track. A collection was successful if the participant ran within 0.2m/s of the prescribed
speed. Whole-body kinematics were collected at 200Hz using a 10-camera motion capture
system (Vicon, Centennial, CO, USA) and a set of 59 reflective markers for people without
TTA and 62 reflective markers for people with TTA (Hobara et al., 2013). GRFs were col-
lected using 10 in-ground force plates (Kistler, Amherst, MA, USA) at 1000Hz along a 25m
straightaway. Kinematic and GRF data were low-pass filtered using a 4th-order Butterworth
filter with cutoff frequencies of 6Hz and 50Hz, respectively (Winter, 2005). Five gait cycles
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Table 2.1: Participant characteristics (mean ± standard deviation). Participants ran with
their clinically prescribed running-specific prosthesis (RSP).
were analyzed at each speed for each participant. GRFs were normalized by body weight
for each participant and have been previously analyzed in detail in (Baum et al., 2016).
Whole-body angular momentum (H ) was calculated using a 13-segment model (upper
arms, forearms, thighs, shanks, feet, pelvis, torso, and head; 18-segment model for people
with TTA, including a six-segment RSP) in Visual3D (C-Motion, Inc., Germantown, MD,
USA). Each RSP was modeled as six segments, with markers that were evenly spaced on the
lateral side of the RSP keel to capture deflection of the prosthesis (Baum, 2012). Whole-body




[(ri,COM − rbody,COM ×mi(vi,COM − vbody,COM) + Ii ~ωi] (2.1)
where ri,COM and vi,COM are the position and velocity of the ith’s segment’s center of mass,
respectively; ~ωi is the angular velocity of the ith segment; rbody,COM and vbody,COM are the
position and velocity of the center of mass of the whole body, respectively; and mi and
Ii are the mass and inertia matrix of the ith segment, respectively. H was normalized by
participant height, mass, and average running speed. RSP and socket mass were measured
for each participant and inertial properties were estimated from Baum et al. (2013; 2019).
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Differences in the range of whole-body and trunk (torso + pelvis + head) H (peak-to-
peak amplitude) were assessed using a two-factor (group × running speed), mixed model
ANOVA in R Statistical Computing Software v 1.1.153 (α = 0.05). We also compared the
range of H for the arms (upper arms + forearms) and legs (thighs, shanks, and feet or
RSP), peak GRFs, and peak external moment arms using a three-factor (group × side ×
running speed), mixed-model ANOVA. Post-hoc tests using Tukey’s correction for multiple
comparisons were performed when significant main or interaction effects were found.
2.4 Results
The range of whole-body H was greater for people with TTA compared to people without
TTA in the frontal and sagittal planes at all running speeds (p ≤ 0.011), which partially
supported our hypothesis (Figure 2.2). Contrary to our hypothesis, the range of whole-body
H in the transverse plane was greater for people without TTA compared to those with TTA
at 3.5 m/s (p = 0.03).
2.4.1 Frontal Plane
As running speed increased, the range of whole-body H for people with and without
TTA decreased (significant main effect of speed (p < 0.01), Table 2.2). There was also a
significant group effect, which points to the disparity in whole-body H range between people
with and without TTA, where people with TTA had greater ranges of whole-body H (p
< 0.01) (Table 2.2. In addition to whole-body H results, significant main and interaction
effects for the range of segmental H were observed (Table 2.3). For example, the range of
trunk H was greater for people with TTA compared to people without TTA at all speeds (p
≤ 0.02). In addition, the intact leg had a greater range of H compared to the amputated
leg and leg of people without TTA at all speeds (p < 0.01) (Figure 2.3). These segmental
results help explain the observed differences in whole-body H due to altered coordination of
the trunk and legs.
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Figure 2.2: Mean and one standard deviation (shaded) whole-body angular momentum in
frontal, sagittal, and transverse planes during running at 2.5 m/s, 3.0 m/s, and 3.5 m/s for
people with and without a transtibial amputation. Significant pairwise comparisons in range
of angular momentum between groups are indicated by “▲”. Note the different y-axis scale
for the transverse plane (bottom row) relative to the frontal and sagittal plane (top and
middle rows).
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Table 2.2: Main and interaction effects of whole-body and segmental angular momentum for
frontal, sagittal, and transverse plane across speeds. “—”indicates that a significant effect
was not observed.
2.4.2 Sagittal Plane
People with TTA had greater ranges of sagittal plane whole-body H compared to people
without TTA (group main effect, p < 0.01), and this range decreased more with speed for
people with TTA compared to people without TTA (speed × group interaction effect, p <
0.01, Table 2.2, Figure 2.2). The range of whole-body H was greater for people with TTA
compared to people without TTA at all speeds (p ≤ 0.01) (Figure 2.2). Similar to whole-
body H, people with TTA also had greater ranges of trunk H compared to people without
TTA at all speeds (p < 0.01) (Figure 2.4). Within participants with TTA, the range of arm
H was greater for the amputated side arm compared to the intact side arm at all speeds (p
< 0.01) (Table 2.3, Figure 2.4). In contrast, the amputated leg had a smaller range of H
compared to the intact leg (p < 0.01) and compared to the leg of people without TTA (p <
0.01) at all speeds (Table 2.3, Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.3: Mean and one standard deviation (shaded) frontal plane trunk, arm, and leg
angular momentum during running at 2.5m/s, 3.0m/s, and 3.5m/s. Mean and one standard
(bars) deviation of trunk, arm, and leg angular momentum range shown in the right column.
Significant differences between people with and without and a transtibial amputation are
indicated by ”▲”. Significant differences between the amputated and intact sides are indi-
cated by ”●”. Significant differences between intact side and people without an amputation
are indicated by ”❍”.
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Table 2.3: Mean (standard deviation) range of segmental angular momentum and results
of post-hoc pairwise comparisons when significant ANOVA main or interaction effects were
observed. All values are shown in scientific notation (×102). Significant differences from
people without an amputation are represented by “▲ ”. Significant differences compared to
the amputated side are represented by “● ”.
2.4.3 Transverse Plane
The range of whole-body and trunk H decreased with increases in speed in the transverse
plane (speed main effect, p < 0.01, Table 2.2 Table 2.3). In addition, the amputated side
arm had a greater range of transverse H compared to the intact arm at all speeds (p < 0.01)
(Table 2.3).
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Figure 2.4: Mean and one standard deviation (shaded) sagittal plane trunk, arm, and leg
angular momentum during running at 2.5m/s, 3.0m/s, and 3.5m/s. Mean and one standard
(bars) deviation of trunk, arm, and leg angular momentum range shown in the right column.
Significant differences between people with and without and a transtibial amputation are
indicated by “▲”. Significant differences between the amputated and intact sides are indi-
cated by “●”. Significant differences between intact side and people without an amputation
are indicated by “❍”. Note the different y-axis scale for the legs (bottom row) relative to
the trunk and arms (top and middle rows).
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2.4.4 External Moment Arms
The maximum anterior moment arm was significantly different between sides (side main
effect, p < 0.01), indicating differences in foot placement relative to the body center of mass
(Table 2.4). In addition, a group × side interaction effect (p < 0.01) suggested different levels
of asymmetry in foot placement for people with TTA relative to those without TTA. The
amputated leg had a greater anterior moment arm than the intact leg at all speeds (p < 0.01)
and compared to people without TTA at 2.5m/s and 3.0m/s (p < 0.04) (Table 2.4). There
was a speed main effect (p < 0.01) for maximum posterior moment arm, which decreased
with increases in speed for both groups (Table 2.4). The maximum lateral moment arm
differed between sides (p < 0.01) and groups (p < 0.01). The intact leg also had a greater
maximum lateral arm than amputated leg at 3.0m/s (p = 0.02) (Table 2.4), indicating that
the amputated leg foot placement was closer to the body center of mass. The maximum
vertical moment arm also differed between groups (p < 0.01) and across speed (p < 0.01).
People without TTA ran with their body center of mass closer to the ground compared to
people with TTA, as both the amputated (p < 0.03) and intact legs (p < 0.04) had smaller
peak vertical moment arms compared to people without TTA at all speeds (Table 2.4).
2.4.5 Ground Reaction Forces
There were significant main effects of speed and side, and a significant group × side
interaction effect for maximum anterior, posterior, medial, and vertical GRFs (p < 0.01),
and all increased with increases in speed (Figure 2.5. Peak lateral GRFs had a significant
side main effect and group × side interaction effect (p < 0.01).
The intact leg had a greater propulsive force compared to the amputated leg at 3.5m/s
(p < 0.01). The amputated leg had a smaller braking force compared to the intact leg at all
speeds (p < 0.01) and compared to the leg of people without TTA at 3.0m/s and 3.5m/s (p
≤ 0.04). The intact leg had a greater maximum lateral GRF compared to the amputated
leg at all speeds (p < 0.01) and greater maximum medial GRF at 3.0m/s and 3.5m/s (p <
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Table 2.4: Mean (standard deviation) peak external moment arms (m). Moment arms
for people without TTA are the average of the left and right legs. Significant differences
compared to the amputated side are denoted with “● ”. Significant differences compared to
the leg of people without an amputation are denoted with “▲ ”.
0.01). The intact leg had a greater maximum vertical GRF compared to the amputated leg
at all speeds (p < 0.01) (Figure 2.5).
2.5 Discussion
The purpose of this study was to analyze dynamic balance in people with and without
TTA during running at a range of speeds. The range of whole-body H was greater in the
frontal and sagittal planes for people with TTA compared to people without TTA, which was
expected and is consistent with previous observations of people with TTA during walking
at a range of speeds (Silverman and Neptune, 2011). Transverse plane whole-body H was
greater for people without TTA at 3.5m/s, which did not support our hypothesis.
Changes in H of individual body segments alter the range of whole-body H, and H of
individual body segments is often counteracted by other body segments, resulting in small
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Figure 2.5: Mean and one standard deviation (shaded) anterior/posterior, mediolateral,
and vertical ground reaction forces (in bodyweights) during running at 2.5m/s, 3.0m/s, and
3.5m/s for people with and without a transtibial amputation. Significant differences between
amputated side and intact side are indicated by “●”.
values of whole-body H (Herr and Popovic, 2008). For example, the movement of the arms
and legs offset the movement of one another and also work to reduce trunk excursions in
the transverse plane (Hinrichs, 1987). In our study, differences between groups in range of
trunk H were similar to those of whole-body H in all planes (Table 2.3), which suggests that
overall, differences in whole-body H are likely closely associated to trunk H.
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Reduced RSP mass and altered inertial properties relative to a biological leg contributed
to the observed differences in H between legs in the frontal and sagittal planes (Figure 2.3,
Figure 2.4). Smaller mass (mi) and moment of inertia (Ii) of the amputated leg (residual
leg plus prosthesis) decreased the magnitude of the orbital and spin components of H (Eq.
1). A proximal shift in the center of mass of the residual leg (thigh, residual shank, and
prosthesis) also decreased the orbital term (ri,COM), Eq. 1. This reduction in H resulted
in a greater range of whole-body H in the frontal and sagittal planes, as the opposing leg
contributions did not cancel each other to as great of an extent as in people without TTA. In
the frontal plane, the intact leg had a greater negative value of H as the hip flexed through
mid-swing (∼0-10 % amputated leg gait cycle) (Figure 2.3). This greater magnitude coin-
cided with a greater negative value of trunk H at the same time. Both the intact leg and
trunk dominated whole-body H in the frontal plane. In the sagittal plane, the amputated
leg had a reduced H contribution during stance and swing phase (Figure 2.4), which con-
tributed to more positive whole-body H in stance and more negative whole-body H in swing.
Although legs are the largest contributor to H in the sagittal plane, the accompanying
changes in the arms highlight the effect of using a prosthesis on H of the whole body. For
example, during amputated leg stance, the amputated leg and intact side arm both have
a reduced H range compared to the intact leg and amputated side arm (Figure 2.4). The
less negative H of the amputated leg in the sagittal plane corresponds with a less positive
intact side arm H, leading to the observed smaller range ( 0-40% gait cycle) (Figure 2.4).
In addition, arm swing is known to be a mechanism for maintaining lateral balance during
running for people without TTA (Arellano and Kram, 2011) and during walking over rough
surfaces for people with TTA (Curtze et al., 2011). Therefore, changes in arm H may help
regulate whole-body H to maintain balance in response to asymmetry in the legs.
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Our results suggest that frontal plane whole-body H regulation is an important metric
for assessing balance in people with TTA. Greater frontal plane whole-body H in people
with TTA during running (Figure 2.2) is consistent with prior studies indicating that this
population has reduced stability on the prosthetic limb during walking (e.g., Silverman and
Neptune, 2011; Gates et al., 2013; Sheehan et al., 2015). We found that smaller medial GRFs
from the prosthetic leg reduced the negative external moment in the frontal plane despite a
greater vertical moment arm (Figure 2.5, Table 2.3), resulting in a greater positive time rate
of change of whole-body H during amputated leg stance (∼0-40% gait cycle, Figure 2.2).
In addition, during intact leg stance, greater vertical GRFs increased the negative external
moment (∼60-100% gait cycle, Figure 2.5).
Mediolateral GRFs are primarily modulated by ankle musculature (i.e., soleus, gastrocne-
mius, ankle everters) in combination with hip adductors and abductors (Pandy et al., 2010),
and thus differences in mediolateral force are likely due to the lack of ankle muscles in people
with TTA and the inability of the RSP to provide their function. Further, modulation of
mediolateral GRFs is important for maintaining balance during single-limb stance (Tropp
and Odenrick, 1988; Chou et al., 2003; Pandy et al., 2010) and the ankle plantarflexors are
critical for the regulation of frontal plane H during walking (Neptune and McGowan, 2016).
In combination with a greater range of frontal plane H, the ability to safely recover from
mediolateral perturbation may be difficult for people with TTA, especially during running
on uneven surfaces, such as trails. Thus, the ability for RSPs to better regulate mediolateral
force generation, thereby reducing range of frontal plane H, may be important to consider
in prosthetic design. For example, inclusion of a split-toe design in RSPs may allow for
better mediolateral force modulation, by allowing for inversion/eversion in the absence of an
articulating subtalar joint.
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Braking, propulsive, and vertical GRFs act about the body center of mass to create net
external moments to control sagittal plane H (Figure 2.1). Participants with TTA had a
smaller peak amputated leg braking force compared to the intact leg (Figure 2.5), which
resulted in a more positive (backward) sagittal plane external moment as evidenced by the
positive slope of H in early prosthetic leg stance (∼0-20% gait cycle, Figure 2.4). During
running, the quadriceps are the main contributor to braking the body center of mass in the
first half of stance (Hamner et al., 2010). In the second half of stance, the soleus and gas-
trocnemius propel the body forward (Hamner et al., 2010). People with TTA have reduced
quadriceps strength (Renström et al., 1983; Lloyd et al., 2010) in the amputated leg com-
pared to the intact leg and are also missing the function of the plantarflexors. Therefore, the
greater sagittal plane H range is likely a result of altered muscle coordination and function
to maintain balance during running with a TTA.
In addition, the amputated leg had an increased anterior moment arm in combination
with a decreased vertical GRF (Table 2.4, Figure 2.5). The effect of a greater moment arm
was larger than that of the reduced GRF, and thus the positive net external moment in
the sagittal plane was greater, also contributing to a greater positive slope of sagittal plane
H compared to people without TTA (Figure 2.2). A more anterior foot placement from
the prosthetic leg may be a method to compensate for reduced vertical force generation to
regulate whole-body H.
Greater ranges of H suggest that individuals may have a greater risk of falling, because
a greater external moment is required to restore H to maintain dynamic balance. However,
increases in range of H do not necessarily indicate a fall is imminent, as people with TTA
are able to run successfully at a range of speeds. Sagittal plane movement tasks, such as
walking and running, may be facilitated by greater ranges of H and reduced braking forces
in people with TTA, where forward movement is a clear objective and ankle plantarflexor
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muscle function to provide propulsion is impaired.
The results of this study are subject to potential limitations. RSPs are carbon fiber
devices that undergo large deformations during dynamic activities, which can be difficult to
track and model accurately. Inertial properties for the RSP were estimated from previous
research, which included three specific models of RSPs with inertial values calculated from a
period of oscillation using a trifilar pendulum (Baum et al., 2013; Baum et al., 2019). Center
of mass approximation of a segment, and in this case the RSP, affects its contribution to
whole-body H. However, as RSPs are of a similar shape, the small variants in center of mass
location between RSP models would likely not have a large effect on our results. Different
RSP models also have varying stiffness, which are categorized into a small range of discrete,
pre-determined values set by the manufacturer (Beck et al., 2016). We did not control for the
specific stiffness value of each device, which is generally prescribed based on body mass of the
participant. We instead included participants running with their own, clinically-prescribed
prosthesis. Certainly, different device stiffness values would influence the compression of the
device, and also the ability for the participant to generate appropriate GRFs, likely altering
the H trajectory. We accounted for the varying kinematics and force generation profiles of
different devices across participants in our study; however, how different prosthesis stiffness
values affect how dynamic balance is controlled is an important area of future work. In
addition, while the range of H is a useful metric to describe the deviation of H from zero,
changes in H trajectory are not fully captured by analyzing range alone. Changes in both
timing and magnitude of the H trajectory may provide more detailed information regarding
differences in neuromuscular strategies to maintain balance throughout a movement (Pickle
et al., 2017). Finally, we examined running speeds common to recreational runners (10:44
minute/mile to 7:40 minute/mile). Testing a wider range of speeds in future work has po-
tential to provide additional insight into maintaining dynamic balance during running with




The regulation of H is important to evaluate in people with TTA as they have an in-
creased risk and fear of falling, which may be magnified when they engage in high velocity
activities such as running. Our results indicate that people with TTA have greater ranges of
H at both the whole-body and segmental level, which are driven by prosthesis characteris-
tics and muscular action. Running with a RSP introduces amputated leg mass and center of
mass changes for people with TTA, reducing leg H and therefore increasing the magnitude
of the range of whole-body H. Opposing asymmetry in arm H mitigated the effects of leg
asymmetry on whole-body H. Smaller peak mediolateral GRF production while using RSPs
increased whole-body H in the frontal plane, which may have negative implications for fall
risk during running. In addition, a smaller peak braking force and a greater anterior moment
arm in the prosthetic leg increased the positive net external moment in the sagittal plane,
which resulted in a more positive (backwards) sagittal plane whole-body H during prosthetic
leg stance. This result may have negative implications for fall risk, but also facilitate forward
movement during running with TTA.
To enable people with TTA to engage in physical activity and regulate dynamic balance
effectively, RSP design may be improved by incorporating better mediolateral GRF modu-
lation. Future investigation of prosthesis mass, shape, and stiffness effects on whole-body
H can further influence prosthetic design. Future studies should incorporate additional run-
ning speeds to investigate if these results extend to sprinting. Analysis of H in runners with
TTA using different prosthesis designs during running may also reveal design features that
facilitate better regulation whole-body H and reduce fall risk.
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CHAPTER 3
JOINT WORK AND GROUND REACTION FORCES DURING RUNNING WITH
DAILY-USE AND RUNNING-SPECIFIC PROSTHESES
A paper in review in the Journal of Biomechanics.
Lauren A. Sepp1, Brian S. Baum2, Erika Nelson-Wong3, and Anne K. Silverman4
3.1 Abstract
Some individuals with a transtibial amputation (TTA) may not have access to running-
specific prostheses and therefore choose to run using their daily-use prosthesis. Unlike
running-specific prostheses, daily-use prostheses are not designed for running and may re-
sult in biomechanical differences that influence injury risk. To investigate these potential
differences, we assessed the effect of amputation, prosthesis type, and running speed on
joint work and ground reaction forces. 13 people with and without a unilateral TTA ran at
speeds ranging from 2.5 m/s to 5.0 m/s. People with TTA ran using their own daily-use and
running-specific prostheses. Body kinematics and ground reaction forces were collected and
used to compute joint work. People with TTA had smaller peak braking, propulsive and me-
dial/lateral ground reaction forces from the amputated leg compared to people without TTA.
People wearing running-specific prostheses had smaller peak amputated leg vertical ground
reaction forces compared to daily-use prostheses at speeds above 3.5 m/s. Medial/lateral
forces were also smaller in running-specific prostheses, which may present balance challenges
when running on varied terrain. Running-specific prostheses stored and returned more en-
1PhD Candidate in Mechanical Engineering at Colorado School of Mines (Golden, CO). Primary author
responsible for data collection, data analysis, results interpretation, and manuscript preparation.
2Associate Professor in the Department of Physical Therapy at Regis University (Denver, CO). Contributed
to study design, results interpretation, and manuscript revision.
3Professor in the Department of Physical Therapy at Regis University (Denver, CO). Contributed to study
design, results interpretation, and manuscript revision.
4Associate professor of Mechanical Engineering at Colorado School of Mines (Golden, CO). Research advisor
to primary author. Contributed to study design, results interpretation, and manuscript revision.
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ergy and provided greater propulsion, resulting in more similar positive hip work between
legs compared to daily-use prostheses. Increases in positive hip work, but not device work,
highlight the importance of the hip in increasing running speed. Running-specific devices
may be beneficial for joint health at running-speeds above 3.5 m/s and provide advantages in
propulsion and energy return at all speeds compared to daily-use prostheses, helping people
with TTA achieve faster running speeds.
3.2 Introduction
Running is beneficial for physical, emotional, and social health (Kavanagh, 1983; Singh
et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 1985) and participation in physical activity is increasing for peo-
ple with amputations (LimbPower, 2016). Running-specific prostheses (RSPs) are designed
for running with a geometry that results in greater deformation compared to a daily-use
prosthesis (DUP) in order to increase energy storage and return (McGowan et al., 2012;
Nolan, 2008). However, RSPs can be difficult to acquire as they are costly devices that
are typically an out-of-pocket expense for individuals. Therefore, people with a transtibial
amputation (TTA) who wish to begin running may choose to do so using their DUP, which
is a device designed for activities of daily-living rather than highly dynamic activities like
running. Given the lack of widespread availability of RSPs, understanding how amputation,
device selection, and running speed affect biomechanical outcomes for people with TTA is
important to reduce barriers for people with TTA to run.
A unilateral TTA and the associated functional loss of the ankle plantarflexors leads to
differences in ground reaction forces (GRFs) (Grabowski et al., 2010; Hobara et al., 2014;
Baum et al., 2016) and joint kinetics (Czerniecki et al., 1991; Silverman et al., 2008; Baum et
al., 2019; Sanderson & Martin, 1996) between the amputated and intact legs during walking
and running. Altered GRFs in people with TTA are contributing factors to limited run-
ning performance and greater injury risk. Specifically, smaller peak vertical GRFs on the
amputated leg of people with TTA during sprinting limit top running speed (Grabowski
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et al., 2010) and smaller mediolateral GRFs are associated with challenges in maintaining
dynamic balance (Sepp et al., 2019). Differences in joint loading and GRFs between the
amputated and intact legs for people with TTA likely contribute to greater risks and rates
of joint degeneration, including hip and knee osteoarthritis (Morgenroth et al., 2012; Royer
& Wasilewski, 2006; Struyf et al., 2009). Restoring function in the amputated leg to reduce
inter-limb differences in GRFs and joint kinetics is likely important for improving long-term
musculoskeletal health outcomes. While RSPs provide a metabolic benefit over DUPs during
running (Mengelkoch et al., 2014), differences between DUPs and RSPs in joint work and
GRFs during running for people with TTA remain unclear.
A comprehensive analysis of the effect of running with an amputation while varying device
designs and running speed is important to advance prosthetic design and improve function.
Evaluating running biomechanics for non-elite runners with TTA is important because access
to RSPs is especially limited for this group. Quantifying the influence of prosthesis type on
joint work and GRFs is important for understanding long-term joint health and assisting
people with TTA in selecting the best prosthesis. Therefore, the purpose of this study was
to characterize how 1) the presence of an amputation, 2) the use of an RSP compared to a
DUP and 3) running speed affect GRFs and stance phase joint work during running. Given
prior evidence of biomechanical asymmetry during running with TTA, we expected to see
differences in joint work and GRFs between people with and without TTA and between
the amputated and intact legs regardless of the prosthesis type. Further, we expected that
these variables would be different between people running using DUPs compared to RSPs
because of the differences in energy storage and return characteristics between these types
of prosthetic devices. Finally, we expected that joint work and GRFs would increase in





Thirteen people with and thirteen people without a unilateral TTA volunteered for this
study (Table 3.1). Participants provided informed consent to the protocol approved by the
institutional review board, were free from injury, and did not have an amputation due to
vascular disease. People with TTA had at least two months of experience running with their
RSP and used their own, clinically prescribed DUP and RSP (Table 3.1).
3.3.2 Protocol
Participants ran on an instrumented treadmill (Bertec, Inc., Columbus, OH) at five
randomized, steady-state speeds (2.5 m/s, 3.0 m/s, 3.5 m/s, 4.0 m/s, and 5.0 m/s) while
GRFs were collected at 2000Hz. Participants were instrumented with a set of 56 (people
without TTA) or 63 (people with TTA) active markers and kinematics were collected with
an optoelectric motion capture system at 100Hz (3DInvestigator, Northern Digital, Inc.,
Ontario, Canada). The RSP had seven individual markers on the prosthesis to characterize
deformation of the carbon–fiber device (4 physical and 3 digitized) (Figure 3.1).
3.3.3 Data Analysis
GRFs were low-pass filtered using a dual-pass 4th-order Butterworth filter with a cutoff
frequency of 15Hz, determined using a residual analysis (Winter, 2009). Kinematic data were
similarly filtered with a 6Hz cutoff (Zelik & Honert, 2018; Tominaga et al., 2015). Joint ki-
netics were computed using an inverse dynamics approach (C–Motion, Inc., Bethesda, MD).
For the RSP condition, we built a five–segment model of the prosthesis (Figure 3.1). DUP
and RSP mass were measured for each participant and inertial properties for RSPs were
based on previous measurements (Baum et al., 2013). Center of mass values for the ampu-
tated leg were calculated from residual leg volume estimates as a right frustum (Hanavan,
1964). Positive and negative stance phase work were computed by integrating the positive
and negative portions of joint power over the stance phase, respectively. Mechanical work at
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each joint of the RSP was computed and summed to determine the total work performed by
the RSP and compared as “ankle joint” work (Rigney et al., 2016) (Figure 3.1). Ankle joint
work for the amputated side DUP condition was computed using an estimated ankle joint
center from markers placed at the same height as the intact leg malleoli (Buckley, 1999).
GRFs were normalized to body weight and joint work was normalized to body mass. Five
gait cycles from each participant at each speed were used for analysis.
Figure 3.1: Running-specific prosthesis marker orientation - lateral view. Digitized markers
are established relative to the cluster of physical markers on the RSP socket.
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Table 3.1: Participant characteristics
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3.3.4 Statistical Analysis
Differences in joint work and peak GRFs were each assessed in R Statistical Computing
Software v 1.1.153 using three, three-factor ANOVAs (Pinheiro et al., 2013) with factors
of (1) running speed, (2) side, and (3) prosthesis condition (Table 3.2). The speed factor
had five levels (2.5 m/s, 3.0 m/s, 3.5 m/s, 4.0 m/s, and 5.0 m/s), the side factor had two
levels (amputated/left vs. intact/right), and the prosthesis condition factor had two levels
(Table 3.2). Tukey’s correction for multiple comparisons was used for post-hoc pairwise com-
parisons when significant main or interaction effects were found (α = 0.05). The ANOVAs
used for comparison incorporated unbalanced designs (Kuznetsova et al., 2017).
Table 3.2: Explanation of statistical design. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons (paired or un-
paired as appropriate) were performed using Tukey’s adjustment for multiple comparisons
when significant main or interaction effects were found.
3.4 Results
Some individuals could not complete all conditions of the protocol. One participant using
a DUP could not complete trials at 4.0 m/s and three participants using DUPs could not
complete trials at 5.0 m/s. In addition, two participants could not complete trials at 5.0
m/s while using their RSP.
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3.4.1 Vertical GRFs
There were significant main effects of side and speed, and a significant effect of pros-
thesis condition when comparing DUPs and RSPs (Table 3.3). There were also significant
prosthesis condition × side interaction effects (Table 3.3). No differences in peak vertical
ground reaction force (vGRF) emerged between people with and without TTA. For the DUP
condition, no differences were observed in peak vGRF between the amputated and intact
legs; however, peak vGRF was greater for the intact leg compared to amputated leg of the
RSP at every speed (Figure 3.2, Table 3.4). In addition, at higher speeds (4.0 m/s and 5.0
m/s) the amputated leg of the DUP had greater peak vGRF compared to the amputated
leg of the RSP (p ≤ 0.02).
3.4.2 Propulsive/Braking GRFs
Peak propulsive/braking GRFs had significant main effects of side, speed, and prosthesis
condition, except when comparing RSP vs. no TTA. There were multiple significant inter-
action effects (Table 3.3).
Peak propulsive force in the intact leg for both prosthesis conditions did not differ from
people without TTA, however, the amputated leg in both prosthesis conditions had smaller
peak propulsive force compared to people without TTA at all speeds (p < 0.01) except for
the RSP at 2.5 m/s. Peak propulsive GRFs were greater for the intact leg compared to
amputated leg in both prosthesis conditions at all speeds, except for the RSP condition at
2.5 m/s (p < 0.01) (Figure 3.2, Table 3.4). In addition, peak propulsive GRFs were greater
in the amputated leg for people with TTA using RSPs compared to DUPs at all speeds (p
< 0.01).
Peak braking force was greater for people without TTA compared to the amputated leg
using DUPs and RSPs at all speeds (Figure 3.2, Table 3.4). People with TTA had a smaller
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Table 3.3: Main and interaction effects of three-dimensional peak ground reaction forces.
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amputated leg peak braking force compared to the intact leg for both prostheses (p < 0.01),
however, this force did not differ in the amputated leg between devices.
3.4.3 Medial/Lateral GRFs
Significant main effects for side and speed were observed for peak medial and lateral GRFs
(Table 3.3). There was a significant main effect of prosthesis condition for lateral (DUP vs.
no TTA) and medial (DUP vs. no TTA and RSP vs. DUP) GRFs. Significant interaction
effects were also observed (Table 3.3). The amputated leg of people wearing RSPs generated
a smaller peak medial GRF compared to people without TTA at every speed except for 3.5
m/s (p < 0.01). Medial GRFs on the amputated leg were smaller in runners with TTA when
using RSPs compared to DUPs at 4.0 m/s and 5.0 m/s (p ≤ 0.02), and smaller than the
intact leg at every speed (p < 0.01) (Figure 3.2, Table 3.4). The intact leg of people wearing
DUPs generated greater medial GRFs compared to the amputated leg at 3.5 m/s – 5.0 m/s
(p < 0.01). Medial GRFs increased with speed for the intact leg of people with TTA (p <
0.01), but not for people without TTA or for the amputated legs.
People wearing RSPs had smaller lateral GRFs in the amputated leg compared to people
without TTA at 3.0 m/s – 5.0 m/s (p ≤ 0.05) (Table 3.4). When wearing DUPs, the ampu-
tated leg generated smaller lateral GRFs compared to people without TTA and compared
to the intact leg at 5.0 m/s (p ≤ 0.03) (Figure 3.2, Table 3.4). The amputated leg of people
with TTA wearing RSPs did not consistently increase peak lateral GRFs with each increase
in speed, but values at the slowest speed were smaller than at the fastest speed (Figure 3.2).
Peak lateral GRFs increased with speed for people without TTA, for the intact legs of people
with TTA, and for the amputated leg of people wearing DUPs between the slower speeds
(2.5 m/s, 3.0 m/s, 3.5 m/s) and the fastest speed (5.0 m/s).
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Figure 3.2: Peak vertical, anterior/posterior, and medial/lateral GRFs at running speeds
ranging from 2.5 m/s to 5.0 m/s for people with TTA wearing RSPs and DUPs in addition
to people without TTA. Vertical lines indicate the standard deviation across participants.
Note the different vertical scales for each GRF component. Data points are offset at each
speed for legibility.
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Table 3.4: Average (standard deviation) peak three-dimensional ground reaction forces for
people with TTA running using RSPs and DUPs and for people without TTA running at 2.5
m/s – 5.0 m/s in bodyweights. Significant differences compared to intact side are denoted
by “*”. Significant differences compared to the amputated leg of people wearing DUPs are
denoted by “❍ ”. Significant differences compared to the control leg are denoted by “▲ ”. α
≤ 0.05 for all comparisons.
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3.4.4 Hip Work
There were significant main effects of speed in positive and negative hip work (Table 3.5).
A significant main effect of side was present for positive hip work except when comparing
RSP vs. no TTA (Table 3.5). There was a significant main effect of prosthesis condition
for positive and negative hip work when comparing RSPs vs. DUPs. A significant interac-
tion effect of side × prosthesis condition (p < 0.01) was found for positive hip work when
comparing DUP vs. no TTA and DUP vs. RSP (Table 3.5). The amputated leg of peo-
ple wearing DUPs had greater positive hip work at 4.0m/s compared to the intact leg, and
greater positive hip work at 3.5 m/s and 5.0 m/s when compared to people wearing RSPs
(p ≤ 0.04) (Figure 3.3, Table 3.6). Positive hip work increased with increasing speed for
DUPs and from 2.5 m/s to 4.0 m/s for RSPs, but not for people without TTA. Negative hip
work increased with speed in the intact leg for both DUPs and RSPs, the amputated leg for
RSPs, and for people without a TTA.
3.4.5 Knee Work
There were significant main effects of side for positive and negative knee work (p ≤ 0.01,
Table 3.5). There was a significant main effect of speed for DUP vs. no TTA (positive
and negative knee work) and RSP vs. no TTA (negative knee work) (p ≤ 0.01). Signif-
icant main effects of prosthesis condition were observed for RSP vs. DUP (positive knee
work) and DUP/RSP vs. no TTA (negative knee work, p < 0.01) (Table 3.5). Significant
side × prosthesis condition interaction effects were observed for positive and negative knee
work, except for RSP vs. DUP (positive knee work). There was a significant side × speed
interaction effect for negative knee work (RSP vs. no TTA and DUP vs. no TTA) (Table 3.5).
The intact side knee had greater positive knee work compared to the amputated side at
all speeds for RSPs, and at 2.5 m/s, 3.0 m/s, and 3.5 m/s for DUPs (p < 0.01) (Figure 3.3,
Table 3.6). The amputated side knee of people wearing RSPs had smaller positive knee
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work compared to the amputated side knee of people wearing DUPs and compared to people
without TTA at all speeds except for 5.0 m/s (p < 0.02). The amputated side knee for
people with TTA had smaller negative knee work compared to the intact side and people
without TTA at all speeds, regardless of prosthesis type (p < 0.01). The intact side knee
of people wearing DUPs had smaller negative work compared to people without TTA at 5.0
m/s (p < 0.01) (Figure 3.3, Table 3.6).
3.4.6 Ankle Work
There were significant main effects of side, speed, and prosthesis condition for positive
and negative “ankle” work for people with and without TTA (p < 0.01, Table 3.5), except
for the effect of prosthesis condition in negative ankle work of people wearing DUPs/RSPs
vs. no TTA. A significant interaction of side × prosthesis condition was observed except for
negative ankle work of DUP vs. no TTA (Table 3.5).
The DUP had smaller positive ankle work compared to the intact leg, the RSP, and
people without TTA (p < 0.01) (Figure 3.3, Table 3.6). Intact legs of people with TTA and
people without TTA increased positive ankle work with running speed, but the amputated
leg did not increase ankle work with speed, regardless of prosthesis condition. Negative
ankle work was greater in the RSP compared to the DUP at all speeds except 5.0 m/s (p
≤ 0.02). Negative work was greater in the RSP compared to the intact leg at speeds less
than 5.0 m/s (p ≤ 0.05). However, negative work did not change with increasing running
speed while using the RSP. Negative ankle work magnitude increased with running speed
for people without TTA and for intact legs.
3.5 Discussion
The purpose of this study was to characterize how 1) presence of an amputation, 2) the
use of an RSP compared to a DUP and 3) running speed affect GRFs and stance phase joint
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work during running. These measures are important in assessing joint function, especially
in people with TTA, who have limited push-off power from passive prostheses. Changes in
joint work and GRFs reflect movement adaptations to prostheses and the lack of muscles
crossing the ankle joint. Consistent with our expectations, we observed differing joint work
and GRFs between people with and without TTA and between the intact and amputated
legs for people with TTA. RSPs produced greater positive work, indicating greater energy
return than DUPs at every speed; however, hip work, not device work, increased with speed
for people with TTA.
3.5.1 Effect of amputation
Consistent with our expectations, people with TTA had smaller braking and propulsive
GRFs in the amputated leg compared to the intact leg or a person without TTA, regardless of
prosthesis type (Figure 3.2). Furthermore, people with TTA had differences in peak vGRFs
between legs, which may contribute to long-term joint degeneration (Gailey et al., 2008;
Norvell et al., 2005), whereas peak vGRFs were similar between legs for people without TTA.
Smaller propulsive forces in people with TTA are not surprising as the ankle plantarflexor
muscles are largely responsible for the propulsion of the body center of mass during running
(Hamner et al., 2010), and passive prostheses cannot generate similar propulsion. To assist in
propelling the body, people with TTA have greater amputated side positive hip work during
walking (Silverman et al., 2008) and running with DUPs (Czerniecki et al., 1991), like our
results. People using DUPs had greater amputated side positive hip work compared to the
intact side (4.0 m/s) and compared to the leg of people without TTA (3.5 m/s and 5.0 m/s)
(Figure 3.3). Using RSPs reduced the inter-limb positive hip work differences compared to
DUPs, although there was large variability in hip work across participants.
3.5.2 Effect of prosthesis type
DUPs and RSPs differ in their mechanical response to load, which influences GRF gen-
eration and joint mechanics. The geometry and stiffness characteristics of the RSP are
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Table 3.5: Main and interaction effects of positive and negative joint work
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Table 3.6: Average (standard deviation) positive and negative joint work for people with
TTA wearing RSPs and DUPs and for people without TTA while running at speeds 2.5 m/s
– 5.0 m/s. Pairwise comparisons of effect of side/device within each speed. “*” indicates
difference between amputated and intact legs. “❍” indicates difference between amputated
legs of RSPs and DUPs. “▲” indicates difference compared to people without TTA. α ≤
0.05 for all comparisons.
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Figure 3.3: Average positive and negative work of the ankle, knee, and hip during stance
phase of running at five speeds for people with TTA wearing DUPs and RSPs in addition to
people without TTA. Vertical lines indicate the standard deviation across participants and
brackets indicate significant differences between prosthesis conditions and the amputated
and intact legs (p ≤ 0.05).
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designed to facilitate energy storage and return, which assisted in generating greater propul-
sive GRFs and positive prosthesis work thus mitigating compensatory hip work compared
to DUPs. The energy storage and return characteristics of the RSP make them well-suited
for highly-dynamic tasks, like running, where forward propulsion is critical.
Running with RSPs resulted in smaller peak vGRFs in the amputated leg compared
to using DUPs, which was consistent with our expectations. Greater compliance of the
RSP results in smaller vertical GRF generation compared to stiffer prostheses (Hafner et
al., 2002; Nolan, 2008). Our results are consistent with previous studies that have shown
smaller vGRFs in the amputated leg compared to the intact leg while running with RSPs
(Figure 3.2, Table 3.4) (Baum et al., 2016; Grabowski et al., 2010). However, no differences
in peak vGRF between amputated and intact legs were observed for people with TTA wear-
ing DUPs. Understanding vGRFs in people with TTA is important in relation to potential
injury development. Some have identified peak vGRF differences between legs in people
with TTA (Prince et al., 1992; Sanderson & Martin, 1996) while others have contrary results
(Engsberg et al., 1992). In our results, vGRFs were similar between legs for people wearing
DUPs compared to RSPs, however the average peak vGRF between legs was higher while
using DUPs at 4.0 m/s and 5.0 m/s. Asymmetric vGRFs for people wearing RSPs may
increase the risk for joint degeneration as inter-limb joint loading differences are a risk-factor
for the development of osteoarthritis (Lloyd et al., 2010; Gailey et al., 2008). However,
smaller forces may be beneficial for long-term joint health in the amputated leg, as over
time, higher peak forces lead to greater cumulative load effects (Miller, 2017).
Greater vertical and smaller propulsive GRFs while using DUPs indicates better vertical
support at the expense of decreased propulsion from the device. In contrast, compliant pros-
theses increase forward propulsion at the expense of reduced body support (Fey et al., 2011).
The reduced vertical support and greater compliance from the RSP may require a more ex-
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tended limb posture and associated reduction in knee power and work during stance phase
compared to using DUPs, which has been previously observed during running (Sanderson
Martin, 1996). Muscle activity and force analyses should be performed to identify contribu-
tions of individual muscles, prostheses and skeletal structure to body support and propulsion
for people with TTA to further investigate this adaptation (e.g., Hamner et al., 2010; Fey et
al., 2013).
Running with RSPs resulted in smaller medial/lateral GRFs in the amputated side com-
pared to the intact side (Figure 3.2) at all speeds. DUPs may improve medial/lateral force
generation compared to RSPs given that DUPs are used with components that can affect
ground contact, such as foot shells and shoes. Smaller ranges of medial/lateral GRFs have
been observed in runners with TTA using RSPs (Baum et al., 2016) and contribute to a
greater range of whole-body angular momentum (Sepp et al., 2019), which is related to chal-
lenges in balance regulation (Herr & Popovich, 2010). Future RSP designs may benefit from
features that better modulate medial/lateral GRFs to facilitate running on uneven surfaces
like roads or trails.
3.5.3 Effect of speed
Increases in running speed are associated with greater joint loading, joint work, and GRFs
(Keller et al., 1996; Novacheck, 1998) as muscular demand increases, which was reflected in
our results. We also observed increases in positive joint work at the hip (all conditions and
legs) and ankle (intact ankle and ankle of people without TTA) with speed for people with
and without TTA. Prosthesis work was not affected by speed, and positive knee work only
increased from the slowest speeds (2.5 m/s, 3.0 m/s) compared to the fastest speed (5.0 m/s)
for the intact leg of people wearing DUPs (Table 3.6). Increases in ankle work for people
without TTA and for the intact leg of people with TTA with speed indicate the importance
of the plantarflexors to run faster (Figure 3.3). Increases in hip work, but not device work,
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with faster speeds highlight the hip as the main mechanism for running speed modulation
in people with TTA.
3.6 Conclusion
Positive hip work was reduced when using RSPs, and some participants achieved faster
running speeds using their RSP during the experimental protocol. Thus using RSPs instead
of DUPs may enable people to increase their top running speed while reducing compensatory
hip demands. However, at the highest speeds (4.0 m/s and 5.0 m/s), RSPs returned more
energy than they stored (Figure 3.3), which should be noted as a limitation. Net positive
work from passive devices is not possible, and thus our findings highlight the need for more
detailed RSP models. While our marker set aimed to capture full device deflection, a rela-
tively limited marker number and rigid body assumptions may not reliably capture the full
deformation of the RSP, thus affecting power calculations. As faster running speeds were
achieved, RSPs deflected more, which likely was not fully captured. In addition, we did
not control for the use of soles or personal device modifications on RSPs, which may affect
energy dissipation (Beck et al., 2016). Our results are similar to previous reports of RSP
efficiency and energy return (Buckley, 2000; Brüggemann et al, 2008), although little data
exist quantifying RSP energy storage and return for a range of speeds. J-shaped prostheses
contributed to more net positive work values compared to C-shaped prostheses, likely due
to the varying geometry of the RSP superior to the point of most acute curvature, which
was not captured in experimental data (Figure 3.1). Future RSP models should account for
detailed device deflection, similar to recently developed finite-element models (Rigney et al.,
2015; Rigney et al., 2017).
Variation in prosthesis design is a potential limitation of the study. DUP designs var-
ied across participants (Table 3.1) and may influence energy storage and return and joint
mechanics. RSPs also varied in design; however, DUP design variation is likely more impor-
tant as DUPs had various toe designs, geometries, and associated footwear. RSP shape was
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evenly distributed across the study participants and varied less in overall design. This study
design eliminated the confounding factor of acclimation to the device and help to make the
results more generalizable to the overall population of people with TTA.
Prostheses enable mobility for people with TTA, but differences in device characteristics
influence their ability to restore function in people with TTA. Regardless of prosthesis type,
people with TTA had reduced propulsive and braking GRFs in addition to asymmetric hip
work. The use of a DUP increased average peak loading between legs at faster running speeds
but using an RSP resulted in asymmetric vGRF loading. The use of a DUP improved verti-
cal support, but at the expense of propulsive GRF generation. Using an RSP also reduced
medial/lateral GRF generation and reduced inter-limb hip work differences. Hip work, and
not device work, was the main mechanism to increase speed for people with TTA.
Reducing barriers to access RSPs for people with TTA enables them to freely partici-
pate in physical activity. Using RSPs may be especially beneficial for faster running speeds
and device designs that improve medial/lateral force generation have potential positive im-
plications for balance regulation in recreational runners. Future work should investigate
neuromuscular control patterns for people with TTA in addition to comprehensive analysis
of joint contact loading, providing further insight into movement adaptations and injury risk
in this population.
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CHAPTER 4
RUNNING-SPECIFIC PROSTHESES REDUCE LOWER-LIMB MUSCLE ACTIVITY
COMPARED TO DAILY-USE PROSTHESES IN PEOPLE WITH UNILATERAL
TRANSTIBIAL AMPUTATIONS
A paper in review in the Journal of Electromyography and Kinesiology.
Lauren A. Sepp1, Erika Nelson-Wong3, Brian S. Baum2, and Anne K. Silverman4
4.1 Abstract
People with a unilateral transtibial amputation (TTA) have biomechanical differences
between the amputated and intact legs and compared to people without TTA during run-
ning. Additional differences emerge between running-specific and daily-use prostheses but
underlying muscle coordination for people with TTA during running is not well understood.
Quantifying differences in muscle coordination for people with TTA is important to under-
stand long-term implications of running strategies post-amputation. The purpose of this
study was to compare stance phase muscle activity and peak activation timing in lower-limb
muscles of people with and without TTA and between people with TTA using RSPs com-
pared to DUPs during running. We collected surface electromyography from four muscles
(biceps femoris long head, rectus femoris, vastus lateralis, and gastrocnemius), body kine-
matics, and ground reaction forces in six people with and six people without TTA while
they ran at 3.5 m/s. Earlier peak hamstring activity occurred with the presence of TTA.
Delayed quadriceps timing was present in the amputated leg of people wearing daily-use
1PhD Candidate in Mechanical Engineering at Colorado School of Mines (Golden, CO). Primary author
responsible for data collection, data analysis, results interpretation, and manuscript preparation.
3Professor in the Department of Physical Therapy at Regis University (Denver, CO). Contributed to study
design, results interpretation, and manuscript revision.
2Associate Professor in the Department of Physical Therapy at Regis University (Denver, CO). Contributed
to study design, results interpretation, and manuscript revision.
4Associate professor of Mechanical Engineering at Colorado School of Mines (Golden, CO). Research advisor
to primary author. Contributed to study design, results interpretation, and manuscript revision.
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prostheses. People with TTA had smaller peak knee extension moments consistent with
changes in quadriceps muscle activity. Running-specific prostheses decreased overall muscle
activity compared to daily-use devices, which may be beneficial for reducing muscle overuse
injuries.
4.2 Introduction
People who have leg amputations are increasingly participating in physical activities like
running, which is beneficial for physical, social, and emotional health (Singh et al. 2007;
Kavanagh, 1983; Taylor et al., 1985). Investigating muscle coordination during running
for people with a unilateral transtibial amputation (TTA) is important for understanding
potential long-term implications of running strategies post-amputation. Lower-limb ampu-
tation results in numerous biomechanical differences during running such as greater positive
hip work, smaller braking and propulsive forces, and smaller peak vertical ground reaction
forces in the amputated leg compared to the intact leg (Czerniecki et al., 1991; Sanderson
& Martin, 1996). Overall biomechanical differences are driven by underlying neuromuscular
adaptations, however there is limited information about muscle coordination during running
for people with TTA.
For people without TTA, running is characterized by large bursts of quadriceps muscle
activity at heelstrike, which contributes to braking and support of the body’s center of mass
(Hamner et al., 2010). Subsequently, large contributions to forward propulsion and support
come from the plantarflexors and hamstrings (Capellini et al., 2006; Hamner et al., 2010).
Little information exists regarding muscle coordination in people with TTA during running;
however, people with TTA have muscle activity differences during walking compared to peo-
ple without TTA. For example, people with TTA have greater amputated leg biceps femoris
long head and vastus lateralis activation (Fey et al., 2010; Winter & Sienko, 1988), and
prolonged peak activation of the biceps femoris long head in the amputated leg during the
stance phase of walking (Isakov et al., 2001). As walking transitions to running for people
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without TTA, ankle muscles activate earlier and lower-limb muscle activity has greater am-
plitudes to facilitate faster running speeds (Capellini et al., 2010). For runners with TTA,
smaller braking forces, asymmetric peak vertical ground reaction forces, and greater ampu-
tated side positive hip work compared to people without TTA have been observed (Czerniecki
et al., 1991; Sepp et al., In Review), indicating differences in underlying muscle coordination.
People with TTA may run with a running-specific prosthesis (RSP), which is a compli-
ant device designed to store and release energy during highly-dynamic activities. However,
access to running-specific prostheses (RSPs) is limited as these devices are expensive and
not commonly covered by health insurance. People with TTA may instead choose to run
with their daily-use prosthesis (DUP) even though these devices are not specifically designed
for running and are stiffer than RSPs. Wide variation in mechanical design and associated
energy storage and return between compliant RSPs and stiff DUPs likely influence muscu-
lar demands during running, but differences in magnitude and timing of muscle activity in
people with TTA between these two types of prostheses are unknown.
Altering prosthesis stiffness during walking has a significant effect on muscle activity (Fey
et al., 2011; Fey et al., 2013) and the use of RSPs during running reduces the magnitude of
joint kinetic compensations at the amputated side hip compared to DUPs (Sepp et al., In
Review). Using stiffer prostheses results in greater amputated leg biceps femoris long head
and intact leg gastrocnemius activity and lower amputated leg vastus lateralis activity com-
pared to compliant prostheses during the stance phase of walking (Fey et al., 2011). Given
differences observed in muscle activity during walking with varying prosthesis stiffness and
changes in kinetic compensations during running, muscle activity during running is likely
also influenced by prosthesis type.
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The purpose of this study was to characterize the differences in neuromuscular coor-
dination between people with and without TTA (effect of an amputation), and between
prosthesis type (DUP vs. RSP, effect of prosthesis type) for people with TTA. We quantified
muscle activity and timing of peak activation in lower-limb muscles during the stance phase
of running in people with and without TTA and in people with TTA wearing DUPs and
RSPs. Similar to walking studies, we expected the amputated leg to have greater muscle
activity in the biceps femoris long head (BFLH), vastus lateralis (VL), and rectus femoris
(RF) compared to intact leg and the leg of people without TTA, regardless of the type of
prosthesis used. In addition, we expected that running with stiffer DUPs would result in
greater muscle activity compared to RSPs in the amputated leg BFLH and intact leg gas-
trocnemius and lower muscle activity compared to RSPs in the amputated leg VL. Finally,
we expected that there would be differences in peak activation timing in the amputated
leg compared to the intact leg and the leg of people without TTA, including earlier peak
BFLH activation in people with TTA. To help interpret the muscle activity results, we also
evaluated sagittal plane hip and knee joint angles and moments.
4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Experimental Protocol
Six people with TTA (70.31 ± 12.27kg, 1.76 ± 0.08m, 31 ± 6 years) and six people
without TTA (74.55 ± 13.36kg, 1.73 ± 0.10m, 28 ± 4 years) provided informed consent
for the experimental protocol approved by the institutional review board. Participants with
TTA had at least two months of experience running with their RSP, were free from injury,
and used their own, clinically prescribed DUP and RSP.
Participants were instrumented bilaterally with surface electromyography (EMG) elec-
trodes (Ag/AgCl, 22mm inter-electrode distance (Blue Sensor N-00-S, Ambu, Inc., Den-
mark)) parallel to the direction of the muscle fiber. After shaving and cleaning the skin,
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electrodes were placed on the BFLH, VL, RF, and medial gastrocnemius (intact side only
for people with TTA). Participants were also instrumented with a set of 56 (people without
TTA) or 63 (people with TTA) active markers and kinematics were collected with an op-
toelectric motion capture system at 100Hz (3DInvestigator, Northern Digital, Inc., Ontario,
Canada). Ground reaction forces (GRFs) were collected at 2000Hz as participants ran at 3.5
m/s (∼ 7:40 min/mile) on an instrumented treadmill for 20 seconds (Bertec, Inc., Columbus,
OH). People with TTA ran under two conditions (using their 1) RSP and 2) DUP) while
EMG signals were collected at 2000Hz (AMT-8, Bortec, Inc., Calgary, Canada; bandwidth
= 10-1000 Hz, CMRR = 115 db at 60 Hz, input impedance = 10 GΩ).
4.3.2 Data Processing
EMG signals were de-meaned, band-pass filtered (20Hz-500Hz, dual-pass 4th order But-
terworth), full-wave rectified, and lowpass filtered (6Hz cutoff, dual-pass 4th order Butter-
worth) to create a linear envelope (De Luca et al., 2010). The EMG signals were normalized
to the maximum signal obtained over the running trial for each muscle (Ball & Scurr, 2013).
To compute total muscle activity, the linear envelope was time-normalized to stance phase
(0-100% from heelstrike to toe-off) for each trial, then the linear envelope was integrated
using a trapezoidal method to obtain integrated EMG (iEMG). Resulting values were again
normalized by 100 to obtain iEMG values between 0-1, which is unitless. iEMG of 0 would
indicate that a muscle was not activated at any point during the stance phase, whereas
iEMG of 1 would indicate that a muscle was fully activated for the entire stance phase. Peak
timing was quantified as the instant of the peak signal in the non-time-normalized linear
envelope and expressed as a percentage of the stance phase. GRFs and marker trajectories
were low-pass filtered using a dual-pass 4th order Butterworth filter with cutoff frequencies
of 15Hz and 6Hz respectively (Winter, 2009). Joint angles were computed from 6 degree of
freedom joints, and moments were computed using an inverse dynamics approach (C-Motion,
Inc., Bethesda, MD). Five gait cycles per participant were analyzed in each condition.
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4.3.3 Statistical Analysis
Differences in peak muscle activity timing and iEMG for BFLH, RF, and VL were assessed
in R Statistical Computing Software v1.1.153 using three separate, two-factor ANOVAs with
factors of prosthesis condition and side. ANOVAs were organized to compare the following:
DUP vs. no TTA, RSP vs. no TTA, or DUP vs. RSP (Table 4.1) (Pinheiro et al., 2013;
Pickle et al., 2014). For the gastrocnemius, three separate, one-factor ANOVAs with the
factor of prosthesis condition were performed (Table 4.1), because only intact leg EMG
signals were collected for this muscle. Tukey’s correction factor for multiple comparisons
was used for post-hoc pairwise comparisons when significant main or interaction effects
were found (α=0.05). Peak hip and knee sagittal plane angles and moments were similarly
compared to assist in interpreting EMG results. To account for any missing signals in the
statistical analysis, we used a model that incorporated unbalanced designs (Kuznetsova et
al., 2017).
4.4 Results
Two amputated side VL signals, and one amputated side RF signal for the DUP condi-
tion were removed from the analysis due to poor electrode contact/movement artifact.
4.4.1 Biceps Femoris Long Head
For BFLH iEMG there was a main effect of prosthesis condition (p 0.03) when compar-
ing people without TTA to people with TTA (p ≤ 0.03) (Table 4.2). There was a significant
main effect of side when comparing DUPs vs. RSPs and people without TTA to people
wearing RSPs (p < 0.01). There was a significant prosthesis condition × side interaction
when comparing people without TTA to people wearing RSPs (Table 4.2). People with TTA
had less amputated leg BFLH iEMG when using DUPs (p = 0.04) and when using RSPs
(p < 0.01) compared to people without TTA (Figure 4.1, Table 4.3). People wearing RSPs
also had smaller iEMG in their amputated leg compared to the intact leg (p < 0.01).
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Table 4.1: Explanation of statistical design. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons (paired or un-
paired as appropriate) were performed using Tukey’s adjustment for multiple comparisons
when significant main or interaction effects were found.
For timing of peak muscle activity, there was a significant main effect of prosthesis con-
dition when comparing people without TTA to people with TTA (p ≤ 0.04) and of side
(p < 0.01) (Table 4.4). There was also significant prosthesis type × side interaction when
comparing people with and without TTA (p < 0.01). People wearing DUPs and RSPs had
earlier peak timing in the amputated leg compared to people without TTA (p < 0.01), and
the intact leg (p < 0.01) (Figure 4.1, Table 4.5).
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Figure 4.1: Stance phase time-series muscle activity and iEMG
for biceps femoris long head and rectus femoris during running
at 3.5 m/s for people with and without a transtibial amputa-
tion (TTA). DUP = daily-use prosthesis; RSP = running-specific
prosthesis, no TTA = people without an amputation.
4.4.2 Rectus Femoris
There was a significant main effect of prosthesis condition for iEMG in the RF when
comparing people with TTA using RSPs vs. DUPs (p < 0.01) (Table 4.2). In addition,
there was a significant main effect of side (p = 0.02), and an interaction effect of prosthesis
condition × side (p = 0.02) when comparing people with TTA using RSPs to people without
TTA (Figure 4.1, Table 4.2). People using DUPs had greater overall RF iEMG compared
to when using RSPs (p < 0.01). People also had greater RF iEMG in the amputated leg
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compared to the intact leg when using RSPs (p = 0.01) (Table 4.3).
There were significant effects of prosthesis condition and side for peak RF timing when
comparing people wearing DUPs and RSPs (p = 0.02, p = 0.04 respectively) (Table 4.4).
There was also an interaction effect of prosthesis condition × side (p = 0.04) when comparing
people without TTA to people wearing DUPs (Table 4.4). The amputated leg of people
wearing DUPs had later peak activation compared to the intact leg (p = 0.04), compared
to the amputated leg when wearing RSPs (p = 0.02), and compared to the intact leg when
wearing RSPs (p = 0.01) (Figure 4.1, Table 4.5).
Table 4.2: Main and interaction effects for stance phase iEMG.
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Figure 4.2: Stance phase time-series muscle activity and iEMG
for vastus lateralis and gastrocnemius during running at 3.5 m/s
for people with and without a transtibial amputation (TTA).
DUP = daily-use prosthesis; RSP = running-specific prosthesis,
no TTA = people without an amputation.
4.4.3 Vastus Lateralis
There was a significant effect of side when comparing people without TTA to people
wearing DUPs in VL iEMG (p < 0.01) and a significant effect of group when comparing
people wearing RSPs and DUPs (p < 0.01) and when comparing people without TTA to
people wearing RSPs (p = 0.02) (Table 4.2). There was also a significant interaction of
prosthesis condition × side when comparing people without TTA to people wearing DUPs
(p < 0.01) (Table 4.2). The amputated leg of people wearing DUPs had greater iEMG
compared to the intact leg (p < 0.01) and nearly greater iEMG when compared to the
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Table 4.3: Average (standard deviation) iEMG for muscles of people wearing running-specific
prostheses (RSPs), daily-use prostheses (DUPs) and people without a transtibial amputation
(no TTA). Significant pairwise differences (p < 0.05): “*” = difference compared to the
intact leg of people wearing DUPs. “!” = difference compared to the amputated leg of
people wearing DUPs. “N” = difference compared to the intact leg of the same condition.
“  ” = difference compared to the leg of people without TTA.
amputated leg of people wearing RSPs (p = 0.06) (Figure 4.2, Table 4.3). People wearing
DUPs had greater overall iEMG compared to when wearing RSPs (p < 0.01) and people
without TTA had greater overall iEMG compared to people wearing RSPs (p = 0.02).
There was a significant effect of prosthesis condition (p = 0.02) and a significant inter-
action of prosthesis condition × side (p = 0.04) when comparing peak VL timing of people
wearing DUPs to RSPs (Table 4.4). The amputated leg of people wearing DUPs had later
peak activation compared to when wearing RSPs (p = 0.02) (Figure 4.2, Table 4.5).
4.4.4 Gastrocnemius
People wearing DUPs had greater gastrocnemius iEMG in the intact leg compared to the
RSP condition (p = 0.04) (Figure 4.2, Table 4.2, Table 4.3). No differences emerged between
people with and without TTA in gastrocnemius iEMG or peak timing.
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Table 4.4: Main and interaction effects for timing of peak muscle activity.
4.4.5 Peak Hip and Knee Sagittal Plane Moments and Angles
There was a significant group effect when comparing peak hip extension angles of people
using RSPs to people without TTA (p = 0.05), but no differences in peak flexion angles.
There were significant effects of side for peak hip and knee moments and knee angle (p <
0.01), except when comparing DUP vs. no TTA in hip moment and knee angle. There
was a significant interaction of prosthesis condition × side for hip moment (RSP vs. no
TTA/DUP), knee moment (DUP/RSP vs. no TTA), and knee angle (RSP vs. no TTA)
(Figure 4.3). The amputated leg of people wearing RSPs had smaller peak hip and knee
moments compared to the intact leg and the leg of people without TTA; and a smaller
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Table 4.5: Average (standard deviation) peak timing for EMG activity for people wear-
ing running-specific prostheses (RSPs), daily-use prostheses (DUPs) and people without a
transtibial amputation (no TTA). All values are normalized to percent of stance phase. Sig-
nificant pairwise differences (p < 0.05): “!”= difference compared to the amputated leg of
people wearing DUPs. “N” = difference compared to the intact leg of the same condition.
“” = difference compared to the leg of people without TTA.
peak knee angle compared to the intact leg during the stance phase (p < 0.05) (Figure 4.3).
In addition, the amputated leg of people wearing DUPs had greater peak hip moments
compared to the amputated leg of people wearing RSPs, and smaller peak knee moments
than the intact leg and leg of people without TTA (p ≤ 0.01) (Figure 4.3).
4.5 Discussion
The presence of an amputation resulted in earlier peak BFLH activation in the amputated
leg compared to the intact leg regardless of prosthesis type, consistent with our expectations.
The use of a DUP increased overall muscle activity compared to the use of an RSP, as ex-
pected, and resulted in delayed and prolonged VL muscle activity.
The large, and early amputated leg BFLH activity burst near heelstrike is likely a contrib-
utor to greater positive hip work observed runners with TTA in previous studies (Sanderson
& Martin, 1996; Czerniecki et al., 1991; Baum et al., 2019; Sepp et al., In Review). However,
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Figure 4.3: Pairwise comparisons of peak hip and knee sagittal plane
angles and moments normalized from 0-100% gait cycle. Swing phase is
indicated with a grey background and toe-off is indicated with a vertical,
dashed line. Peak hip and knee angles and moments were evaluated during
the stance phase only, corresponding to the muscle analysis. DUP =
daily-use prosthesis; RSP = running-specific prosthesis, no TTA = people
without an amputation.
changes in hamstring peak timing near heelstrike for people with TTA could contribute to
the potential for amputated leg hamstring injury (Higashihara et al., 2010; Higashihara et
al., 2016), which is common in runners with TTA (Hetzler et al., 2014). Earlier hamstrings
activation for people with TTA may also contribute to hip injury risk by increasing hip joint
loading during this period, which may be detrimental given the risk of hip osteoarthritis for
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people with TTA (Hetzler et al., 2014; Morgenroth et al., 2012).
Although the presence of an amputation altered hamstring muscle timing regardless of
the prosthetic device, hamstring activity was also affected by the type of prosthesis, which
may be important for understanding and mitigating injury risk factors. The amputated leg
of people wearing RSPs had smaller BFLH activity compared to the intact leg, which is con-
sistent with the smaller amputated leg peak hip extension moment with this device during
the stance phase (Figure 4.3). However, changes in muscle activity between amputated and
intact legs should be interpreted carefully as each muscle was normalized relative to its own
maximum signal.
Evaluating EMG, kinematic and kinetic data together is important for interpreting move-
ment strategies in people with TTA and indicates an altered neuromuscular strategy at the
knee. During running without an amputation, VL and RF provide the important functions
of support and braking of the body (Hamner et al., 2010). Mechanical characteristics of pros-
thetic devices also affect body support and braking/propulsion during both walking (Fey et
al., 2013) and running (Sepp et al., In Review). We observed that VL and RF activity levels
depend on device stiffness during running (Figure 4.1 , Figure 4.2), in agreement with pre-
vious walking results (Fey et al., 2013; Fey et al., 2011). For example, RSPs reduced overall
muscle activity in the quadriceps during running compared to DUPs (Table 4.2), which is
consistent with compliant devices resulting in greater body propulsion at the expense of body
support during walking and running (Fey et al., 2013; Sepp et al., In Review). In addition,
a smaller peak knee flexion angle during stance when running with an RSP (Figure 4.3)
suggests that the skeletal structure provides greater body support, reducing demand on the
knee extensor muscles to provide this function. This idea is further supported in that knee
extensor moments were smaller in the amputated leg compared to the intact leg and people
without TTA for both types of prostheses. Smaller ranges of motion in the amputated leg
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knee and hip also likely contribute to overall reductions in muscle activity with an RSP.
The use of a stiff DUP, however, resulted in greater amputated leg VL activity compared
to a compliant RSP (Figure 4.2, Table 4.3), which also occurred with a greater (although
not significant) knee moment in the amputated leg of people wearing DUPs (Figure 4.3).
Previous studies have observed smaller peak amputated leg knee moments and knee flexion
angles compared to the intact leg and leg of people without TTA during the stance phase of
running and have suggested that this may be a method to provide additional body support
(Sanderson & Martin, 1996; Enoka et al., 1982; Miller, 1987).
The use of a DUP also delayed amputated leg peak VL and RF activity compared to
the intact leg during running. The DUP likely provides support and braking early in stance
phase, which may delay the need for muscular peak activation to provide body support to
later in the stance phase (Figure 4.2, Table 4.5). During the experimental protocol, people
with TTA often commented on discomfort while using DUPs compared to RSPs. Stiff de-
vices used during running may increase VL activity and its associated knee moment as a
mechanism to improve device or socket comfort as suggested previously (Enoka et al., 1982).
However, greater and delayed quadriceps muscle activity while using DUPs may ultimately
increase joint loads compared to RSPs, leading to greater risks of both acute and long-term
injuries such as patellofemoral pain and osteoarthritis, respectively (Thomeé et al., 1999;
Besier et al., 2009; Morgenroth et al., 2012).
The use of an RSP decreased intact leg gastrocnemius activity compared to the use
of a DUP, consistent with our expectations. The energy storage and return properties of
an RSP are beneficial for providing propulsion during the amputated leg stance phase and
may thus reduce compensatory muscle activity on the intact side to provide body propulsion.
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Few differences were observed in iEMG between people with and without TTA. However,
signals from people with and without TTA were normalized to each individual’s highest level
of activation during running at that speed (Ball & Scurr, 2013). Therefore, muscle activity
differences between people with and without TTA have likely not emerged and there may be
important potential differences in magnitude between these groups that were not captured
with this study. In addition, differences in iEMG between intact and amputated legs of each
condition should also be interpreted with caution as each muscle is normalized to its own
maximum value, and the level of maximum activation may vary between right (intact) and
left (amputated) legs. Maximum voluntary contractions (MVCs) are an alternate method
of normalization. For people with TTA, it is difficult to obtain MVCs on the amputated leg
due to large variation in MVC signals as well as residual limb length.
A potential limitation of this study is that we only examined one running speed as a part
of our analysis. Investigating a range of running speeds would be beneficial for further under-
standing the effects of device design on muscle coordination and is recommended for future
work. Further, people with TTA included in this study used their own clinically-prescribed
DUPs and RSPs, which vary in design and capability. However, the results may be most
clinically relevant when participants use their own devices and results are not influenced by
unfamiliar device designs.
4.6 Conclusion
The presence of an amputation resulted in significantly earlier peak timing of BFLH in
the amputated leg. DUPs resulted in later activation of the VL and RF as stiff prostheses
provide better early stance phase vertical support. The use of an RSP reduced overall muscle
activity in the VL, RF, and gastrocnemius compared to the use of a DUP and resulted in
more symmetric peak timing between intact and amputated legs. Reduced muscle activity
while using RSPs is likely due to their ability to store and return more energy compared to
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DUPs, in addition to reductions in amputated leg hip and knee range of motion. Reduced
muscle activity and more symmetric peak timing with the use of an RSP is likely beneficial
for reducing fatigue and musculoskeletal asymmetry, including asymmetric positive hip work,
and could reduce long-term joint and muscle injury risk.
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CHAPTER 5
RUNNING-SPECIFIC PROSTHESES LOWER PEAK HIP JOINT CONTACT FORCE
DURING RUNNING: A MODELING STUDY
A paper to be submitted to the Journal of Biomechanics.
Lauren A. Sepp1, Brian S. Baum2, Erika Nelson-Wong3, and Anne K. Silverman4
5.1 Abstract
People with a unilateral transtibial amputation (TTA) have greater risks and rates of
bilateral hip osteoarthritis due to asymmetric biomechanics compared to people without
TTA. Running is an activity that is beneficial for physical health, and is gaining popularity
in the amputee community. However, people with TTA may not have access to running-
specific prostheses (RSPs), which are specially designed for running and sprinting tasks, and
may choose to run using their daily-use prosthesis (DUP) instead. Potential differences in
joint loading may result from prosthesis choice, thus it is important to characterize changes in
peak hip joint contact loading and impulse during running. Six people with and without TTA
ran at 3.5 m/s while ground reaction forces, kinematics, and muscle activity were collected.
People with TTA ran using their own running-specific prosthesis and repeated the protocol
using their own daily-use prosthesis. Musculoskeletal models incorporating prosthesis type
and running simulations of each individual were used to quantify hip joint contact forces and
individual muscle forces during the stance phase of running. People using RSPs had smaller
peak hip joint contact forces and impulses compared to when wearing DUPs. Greater peak
1PhD Candidate in Mechanical Engineering at Colorado School of Mines (Golden, CO). Primary author
responsible for data collection, model and simulation development, data analysis, results interpretation,
and manuscript preparation.
2Associate Professor in the Department of Physical Therapy at Regis University (Denver, CO). Contributed
to study design, results interpretation, and manuscript revision.
3Professor in the Department of Physical Therapy at Regis University (Denver, CO). Contributed to study
design, results interpretation, and manuscript revision.
4Associate professor of Mechanical Engineering at Colorado School of Mines (Golden, CO). Research advisor
to primary author. Contributed to study design, results interpretation, and manuscript revision.
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hip joint contact force for people wearing DUPs was consistent with greater forces from the
amputated leg gluteus maximus. More compliant RSPs may be beneficial for long-term joint
health by reducing both peak and cumulative loading.
5.2 Introduction
People with TTA are increasingly interested and participating in physical activity such
as running (LimbPower, 2016). Limited access to appropriate prostheses is a barrier for peo-
ple with TTA to run despite the numerous emotional, social, and physical health benefits
(LimbPower, 2016; Singh et al., 2007; Kavanagh, 1983). Running-specific prostheses (RSPs)
are specifically designed for running and sprinting tasks due to their energy storage and
return properties. However, RSPs can be difficult to obtain as they are expensive and many
insurance providers in the United States do not cover the cost of the devices. Therefore, if a
person with TTA desires to run, he or she may do so using their daily-use prosthesis (DUP),
which is not designed for highly-dynamic activities.
People with TTA have greater risks and rates of bilateral hip osteoarthritis (OA) com-
pared to the age-matched population without TTA (14% vs. 1%) (Morgenroth et al. 2012;
Struyf et al., 2008; Norvell et al., 2005; Kulkarni et al., 1998) , but there is conflicting evi-
dence as to whether the intact or amputated side hip of people with TTA is at greater risk
(Kulkarni et al., 1998; Struyf et al., 2008; Burke et al., 1978). OA is a degenerative and
painful disease characterized by the breakdown of articular cartilage (Felson et al., 2000).
The causality of OA in people with TTA is not fully understood, but asymmetric, large, and
repeated joint contact forces are risk factors for the development of the disease in people with
and without TTA (Radin et al., 1991; Felson et al., 2000; Morgenroth et al., 2012; Ganz &
Leunig, 2008; Hurwitz et al., 1998; Spector et al., 1996). For people with TTA, asymmetric
movement biomechanics and muscle strength further increase OA risk factors (Morgenroth
et al., 2012, Lloyd et al., 2010). Internal hip joint contact forces (HJCFs) in people with
TTA have not been quantified during running and are important for understanding con-
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tributing factors to the high rates of hip OA (Ganz & Leunig, 2008; Wesseling et al., 2015;
Hurwitz et al., 1998; Morgenroth et al., 2012). Improved device energy storage and return
in RSPs reduces hip joint kinetic asymmetry compared to DUPs (Sepp et al., In Review
A). Specifically, using RSPs reduces asymmetric hip joint work by decreasing amputated leg
positive hip work compared to DUPs during running.
During walking, the gluteus maximus, gluteus medius, vasti, and hamstrings are sig-
nificant contributors to HJCF (Correa et al., 2010), in addition to the rectus femoris and
iliopsoas providing smaller contributions. As people with TTA have reduced amputated leg
quadriceps strength and altered activity in the amputated leg gluteus medius and quadriceps
during locomotion (Isakov et al., 2000; Sepp et al., In Review B; Fey et al., 2011), changes
in HJCF for people with TTA are likely also altered. Furthermore, characterizing the effect
of device type on HJCF is important for understanding potential effects of prosthesis choice
on OA risk factors. Investigating HJCF becomes especially important for people with TTA
during activities with repeated and large magnitude joint loading, such as running. Joint
contact forces are nearly impossible to collect in-vivo and inverse dynamics approaches fail
to include compressive contributions of muscle force, which significantly contribute to joint
contact forces (Lu et al., 1997). Alternatively, musculoskeletal modeling and simulation can
be used to quantify internal muscle force and HJCF results.
The purpose of this study was to determine how the presence of an amputation and the
type of prosthesis (DUP vs. RSP) affect peak HJCFs and impulses during running. We
hypothesized that people with TTA would have greater peak HJCFs and impulse compared
to people without TTA. We also hypothesized that using an RSP would reduce peak HJCFs
and impulse in the amputated leg compared using a DUP, due to prior evidence that use
of an RSP reduces the magnitude of hip compensations in the amputated leg. In addition,
given hip compensatory strategies for people with TTA, we expected that the amputated
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leg would have greater peak HJCF compared to the intact leg. To assist in interpretation
of HJCF and impulse results, we also examined muscle forces that largely contribute to
HJCFs, including the gluteus maximus, gluteus medius, vasti, hamstrings, rectus femoris,
and illiopsoas.
5.3 Methods
Six people with unilateral TTA (5M/1F , 1.78m ± 0.057m, 73.4 kg ± 8.14 kg, 30 ± 7
years old) and six people without TTA (5M/1F, 1.76m ± 0.062m, 76.7 kg ± 10.5 kg, 28 ± 5
years old) (Table 5.1) provided written informed consent to participate in the experimental
protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board. Participants were free from injury at
the time of testing.
Table 5.1: Participant prosthesis type and etiology
5.3.1 Experimental Protocol
Participants ran on an instrumented treadmill (Bertec, Inc., Columbus, OH) at 3.5 m/s
(7:40 min/mile) while GRFs were collected at 2000Hz. Participants were instrumented with
a set of 56 (people without TTA) or 63 (people with TTA) active markers and kinemat-
ics were collected with an optoelectric motion capture system at 100Hz (3DInvestigator,
Northern Digital, Inc., Ontario, Canada). The RSP had seven individual markers on the
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prosthesis to characterize deformation of the carbon-fiber device (4 physical and 3 digitized).
Surface electromyography (EMG) signals were collected at 2000Hz (Bortec, Inc., Canada)
on a set of four muscles including the bilateral vastus lateralis, biceps femoris long head,
rectus femoris, and medial gastrocnemius (bilateral for people without TTA and intact leg
of people with TTA). EMG electrodes were placed parallel to the direction of the muscle fiber
(Ag/AgCl, 22mm inter-electrode distance (Blue Sensor N-00-S, Ambu, Inc., Denmark)).
5.3.2 Model Development
Musculoskeletal models were developed for each participant by scaling generic models
in OpenSim 3.3 to match each participant’s size and mass (Rajagopal et al., 2016; Lai
et al., 2017; Delp et al., 1990). Each model had varying degrees of freedom (DOF) and
number of musculotendon actuators with force-length-velocity properties (Millard et al.,
2013) depending on the presence of TTA and the type of prosthesis (Figure 5.1). For each
model, lumbar motion was modeled with three rotational DOFs relative to the pelvis, the
upper arm had three rotational DOFs at the shoulder, and elbow and forearm motion were
each modeled with 1 DOF revolute joints. Each DOF of the torso and arms were controlled
with idealized torque actuators. Hip motion was modeled with three DOFs, and the knee
was modeled as a 1 DOF joint (Rajagopal et al., 2016). RSPs and DUPs were modeled with
4 and 1 sagittal plane DOF, respectively, and actuated with idealized torque actuators that
reflected the net joint moments from inverse dynamics (Figure 5.1). The ankle joint of the
intact leg and legs of people without TTA was modeled as 1 DOF. Center of mass locations for
the residual limb in models of people with TTA were adjusted using experimentally collected
residual limb dimensions, and defined as a right frustum (Hanavan., 1964). Prosthesis mass
was measured and applied to the model for each participant and inertial properties of the
RSP were estimated using previous data (Baum et al., 2013).
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Figure 5.1: Musculoskeletal modeling and simulation workflow in OpenSim 3.3 (simtk.org)
for people with a transtibial amputation (TTA) using running-specific prostheses (RSPs)
and daily-use prostheses (DUPs) and for people without TTA.
5.3.3 Running Simulation
Experimental GRFs and kinematics were low-pass filtered using a 4th order bidirectional
Butterworth filter at 6Hz. An inverse kinematics solution constrained to model DOF was
computed using a least squares optimization approach (Lu and O’Connor, 1999) (C-Motion,
Germantown, MD). A residual reduction algorithm (RRA) was used to ensure dynamic con-
sistency between the inverse kinematics solution and the ground reaction forces (Delp et al.,
2007). A computed muscle control algorithm (CMC) was then used to determine the muscle
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recruitment solution by minimizing the sum of squared muscle activations, which reproduced
the running kinematics from RRA (Thelen & Anderson, 2006) (Figure 5.1). Three gait cy-
cles on each leg of each participant were simulated for a total of 108 simulations.
The muscle recruitment solution from CMC was used to determine the three-dimensional
vector magnitude of the joint contact force (Steele et al., 2012) over the stance phase of run-
ning. HJCF and muscle force results were low-pass filtered using a dual-pass 4th order
Butterworth with a 6Hz cutoff, and normalized by body weight for each participant. Peak
stance phase values of HJCF of the intact and amputated legs of people with TTA using
RSPs and DUPs and people without TTA were compared in addition to impulse, which was
calculated as the integral of HJCF over the stance phase. Peak muscle force of the vasti,
hamstrings, gluteus maximus, gluteus medius, rectus femoris, and iliopsoas were compared
during the stance phase. Vastus medialis, vastus intermedius, and vastus lateralis were com-
bined to represent total vasti muscle force. Biceps femoris long head, semitendinosus, and
semimembranosus were combined to represent total hamstrings muscle force.
EMG signals were demeaned, band-pass filtered (20Hz-500Hz, dual-pass 4th order Butter-
worth), full-wave rectified, and low-pass filtered (6Hz cutoff, dual-pass 4th order Butterworth)
to create a linear envelope (De Luca et al., 2010). EMG was normalized to the maximum
activation of the muscle during the trial for each participant. Muscle activations from CMC
were similarly, low-pass filtered (6Hz cutoff, dual-pass 4th order Butterworth) and normal-
ized to peak activation. EMG and CMC muscle activations were compared to ensure similar
onset and offset times (Hicks et al., 2015). Residuals from RRA and kinematic tracking
errors were also reported as a metric of simulation quality.
5.3.4 Statistical Analysis
Differences in stance phase peak HJCF, impulse, and peak muscle force were each assessed
in R Statistical Computing Software v1.1.153 using three separate, two-factor ANOVAs
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(Pinheiro et al., 2013) with factors of (1) side and (2) prosthesis condition. The side factor
had two levels (amputated/left vs. intact/right) and the prosthesis condition factor had two
levels (RSP vs. DUP, RSP vs. No TTA, DUP vs. No TTA) (Table 5.2). Tukey’s correction
for multiple comparisons was used for post-hoc pairwise comparisons when significant main
or interaction effects were found (α=0.05).
Table 5.2: Explanation of statistical design. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons (paired or un-
paired as appropriate) were performed using Tukey’s adjustment for multiple comparisons
when significant main or interaction effects were found. RSP/DUP = running-specific or
daily-use prosthesis. No TTA = people without an amputation.
5.4 Results
5.4.1 Simulation Quality
Simulations reproduced the inverse kinematics solution, with the largest root-mean squared
rotational errors in arm pronation/supination (i.e. intact side arm pronation = 7.04 ± 13.32
degrees), and the largest translational error in vertical translation of the pelvis for people
wearing RSPs (1.52 ± 3.02 cm) (Table 5.3). Residual forces and moments at the pelvis were
less than 1% overall bodyweight (Table 5.4). Experimental EMG and simulated muscle acti-
vations were similar, although simulated gastrocnemius and vastus lateralis peak activations
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were delayed compared to EMG signals (Figure 5.2). Two amputated side VL signals, and
one amputated side RF signal for the DUP condition were removed from the analysis due
to poor electrode contact/movement artifact.
Table 5.3: Mean (standard deviation) root-mean-squared tracking errors for each degree of
freedom in the models of people without a transtibial amputation (no TTA) and for peo-
ple with TTA wearing daily-use prostheses (DUPs) and running-specific prostheses (RSPs).
Tracking errors are in degrees with the exception of pelvis vertical, anterior, and mediolat-
eral translation, which are in centimeters. The RSP degrees of freedom represent the most
superior point (RSP4) to the most distal point (RSP1) along the prosthesis.
5.4.2 Peak Hip Joint Contact Force
A significant main effect of side, and significant interaction of side × prosthesis condition
were present when comparing people wearing RSPs and people without TTA, in addition to
significant main effects of side and prosthesis condition when comparing people wearing RSPs
to people wearing DUPs (p ≤ 0.04). The intact leg of people wearing RSPs had a greater
peak HJCF compared to the amputated leg (p = 0.02) (Figure 5.3, Table 5.5). Similarly, the
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Figure 5.2: Experimental electromyography (EMG) signals and simulated muscle activations
for people using running-specific prostheses (RSPs), daily-use prostheses (DUPs), and for
people without a transtibial amputation (TTA). EMG is displayed as group averages ±
standard deviation.
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intact leg of people wearing DUPs had greater peak HJCF compared to the amputated leg
(p = 0.05) (Figure 5.3, Table 5.5). The amputated leg of people wearing DUPs had greater
peak HJCF compared to the amputated leg of people wearing RSPs (p < 0.01) (Table 5.5).
Overall peak HJCF was greater for people wearing DUPs compared to people wearing RSPs
(p < 0.01) and intact legs had greater peak HJCFs compared to amputated legs, regardless
of prosthesis type (p = 0.03).
5.4.3 Hip Joint Contact Impulse
There was a significant main effect of side and an interaction effect of side × prosthesis
condition when comparing people without TTA to people wearing RSPs (p < 0.04). There
were also significant main effects of side and prosthesis condition when comparing people
with TTA wearing DUPs and RSPs (p < 0.03). The intact leg of people wearing RSPs and
DUPs had a greater hip joint contact impulse compared to the amputated leg (p = 0.02, p
< 0.01, respectively) (Figure 5.4, Table 5.5). In addition, people wearing DUPs had greater
overall hip joint contact impulse compared to when they were wearing RSPs (p < 0.01)
and the intact leg had greater hip joint contact impulse compared to the amputated leg,
regardless of prosthesis type (p = 0.03).
Table 5.4: Mean (standard deviation) root-mean-squared residual forces and moments ap-
plied to the pelvis during the residual reduction algorithm. Forces (Fx, Fy, and Fz) are
normalized to percentage of bodyweight, and moments (Mx, My, Mz) are normalized to
percent of bodyweight-height.
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Figure 5.3: Hip joint contact force
for people without TTA and peo-
ple with TTA wearing running-specific
and daily-use prostheses (RSPs/DUPs)
while running at 3.5 m/s. Contact force
was analyzed during the stance phase
and is normalized to bodyweight.
Figure 5.4: Stance phase hip joint
contact impulse for people without
a transtibial amputation (TTA),
and people with a TTA using
running-specific and daily-use pros-
theses (RSP/DUP). Significant dif-
ference (p < 0.05) compared to the
intact leg is indicated with “*”
5.4.4 Gluteus Maximus
There was a significant main effect of side for people without TTA compared to people
using a DUP (p = 0.04) and a significant main effect of prosthesis condition when comparing
people using a DUP to people without TTA and to people using an RSP (p ≤ 0.02). People
using DUPs had greater gluteus maximus (GMAX) force compared to people without TTA
and compared to people using RSPs (p ≤ 0.02). The amputated leg of people wearing DUPs
had greater peak GMAX force compared to people without TTA (p = 0.03) (Figure 5.5,
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Table 5.5: Average (standard deviation) stance phase peak hip joint contact force (HJCF)
and impulse for people with and without a transtibial amputation (TTA) during running.
Significant differences compared to the amputated leg of the same prosthesis type are indi-
cated by “*”. Significant differences as compared to the amputated leg of people wearing
DUPs are indicated by “†”.
Table 5.6).
5.4.5 Hamstrings
There were significant main effects of side and prosthesis condition when comparing
people wearing RSPs to people without TTA (p = 0.02, p = 0.05) and a significant main
effect of side when comparing people wearing RSPs and DUPs (p = 0.03). There was
significant side × prosthesis condition interaction when comparing people wearing RSPs to
people without TTA (p < 0.01) and to people wearing DUPs (p = 0.04). People wearing
RSPs had greater peak muscle force compared to people without TTA (p = 0.048), and the
intact leg had greater peak force compared to the amputated leg (p < 0.01) and compared
to people without TTA (p = 0.04). Finally, the intact leg had greater peak force compared
to the amputated leg regardless of prosthesis type (p= 0.03) (Figure 5.5, Table 5.6).
5.4.6 Iliopsoas
There was a significant effect side when comparing people without TTA to people wearing
DUPs (p = 0.02) (Table 5.5). The intact leg of people wearing DUPs had greater peak
iliopsoas muscle force compared to the amputated leg (p = 0.04) (Figure 5.5, Table 5.6).
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Table 5.6: Average peak (standard deviation) muscle forces normalized by body weight dur-
ing the stance phase of running. Vasti are the sum of the vastus lateralis, vastus intermedialis,
and vastus medialis. Hamstrings are the sum of the biceps femoris long head, semitendi-
nosus, semimembranosus. “*” indicates difference compared to people without TTA. “†”
indicates difference compared to the amputated leg of the same prosthesis condition.
5.4.7 Gluteus Medius and Rectus Femoris
There were no significant differences in peak gluteus medius (GMED) or rectus femoris
(RF) force for prosthesis condition or side during the stance phase.
5.4.8 Vasti
There were significant main effects of side (p < 0.01) when comparing all groups and a
significant side prosthesis condition interaction for people without TTA compared to people
with TTA (p < 0.01). The intact leg of people wearing DUPs had greater peak vasti force
compared to the amputated leg (p < 0.01) and compared to people without TTA (p =
0.04). The intact leg of people wearing RSPs had greater peak vasti force compared to the
amputated leg (p < 0.01) and the leg of people without TTA (p = 0.02). The intact leg had
greater overall force compared to the amputated leg regardless of prosthesis type (p < 0.01)
(Figure 5.5, Table 5.6).
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Figure 5.5: Simulated muscle force during the gait cycle. Average muscle force for people
with a transtibial amputation (TTA) using running-specific prostheses (RSPs) and daily-use
prostheses (DUPs). Average ± standard deviation of muscle force for people without TTA
is shown.
5.5 Discussion
There were no differences in peak HJCF and impulse between people with and without
TTA, which is not what we expected. Using an RSP significantly reduced bilateral HJCF and
impulse and resulted in smaller amputated leg peak HJCF compared to the use of a DUP,
which supported our hypothesis. However, people with TTA had greater intact leg peak
HJCF and impulse compared to the amputated leg regardless of prosthesis type, which did
not support our hypothesis. Smaller amputated leg peak HJCF during running is consistent
with previous results during walking (Koelewijn & Bogert, 2016). Evaluating stance peak
HJCF and impulse together with muscle force is important for clarifying the underlying mus-
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cular actions that alter joint loading. Smaller amputated side vasti muscle force for people
with TTA regardless of prosthesis type, and greater amputated side gluteus maximus force
when using a DUP likely contribute to the resulting asymmetric HJCFs. Muscular weakness,
overloading of a joint, and asymmetric loading all contribute to risk factors for the onset of
OA (Morgenroth et al., 2012; Felson et al., 2000). These risk factors are increased in peo-
ple with TTA, especially given asymmetric running biomechanics (Sepp et al., In Review A).
HJCF impulse is important to consider as cumulative loading is associated with OA
(Miller, 2017). Greater impulsive joint loading indicates higher cumulative loading, since
high impulse over many gait cycles results in greater cumulative load. The intact leg of
people with TTA had greater HJCF impulse compared to the amputated leg (Figure 5.4),
which may be detrimental for long-term joint health (Miller, 2017). Reduced overall HJCF
impulse with the use of an RSP may be beneficial for long-term joint health during running.
Changes in peak HJCF are clearly driven by differences in muscle forces, which we also
observed across conditions and limbs.
The use of a DUP increased peak GMAX force compared to people without TTA or
people using RSPs (significant main effect of prosthesis condition when comparing to RSPs
and people without TTA (p ≤ 0.03). The use of a DUP also resulted in nearly greater peak
amputated leg GMAX force compared to the intact leg (p = 0.07) (Figure 5.5). The GMAX
is important for providing body support and propulsion during the stance phase of running
(Hamner et al., 2010). For people with TTA, greater positive hip work in the amputated
leg (Sepp et al., In Review A) occurs during running. Smaller propulsive force from DUPs
may result in greater GMAX force as a result of limited energy storage and return capabili-
ties. Greater GMAX force may also contribute to greater amputated side positive hip work
compared to the use of RSPs, which has been previously observed (Sepp et al., In Review
A). Smaller GMAX peak activation in the amputated leg of people wearing RSPs compared
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to DUPs likely contributes to smaller peak amputated HJCF (Figure 5.3), especially as the
GMAX is a large contributor to HJCF during walking (Correa et al., 2010).
The biarticular hamstrings are also important for propulsion during running, and people
with TTA commonly have greater amputated leg biceps femoris long head muscle activity
compared to the intact leg during running (Sepp et al., In Review B). People with TTA
using RSPs have greater intact leg hamstrings force compared to the amputated leg and
leg of people without TTA (Figure 5.5, Table 5.6). This result is intriguing given evidence
of greater biceps femoris long head activity in the amputated leg relative to the intact leg
(Sepp et al., In Review B; Fey et al., 2011). However, the GMAX and hamstrings both
contribute to hip extension, thus load sharing across this joint may be affected by dynamic
optimization within simulation predictions. Changes in subject-specific muscle strength and
adding model degrees of freedom may alter the muscle force distribution, and should be
further investigated - especially for biarticular muscles.
GMED is important in TTA gait for providing body support during stance phase (Ham-
ner et al., 2010) and is the largest contributor to HJCF during walking (Correa et al.,
2010) for people without TTA. People with TTA characteristically favor weight-bearing on
the intact leg, which results in associated poor amputated side hip abductor strength (i.e.
GMED) (Nadollek et al., 2002). While no significant differences in GMED peak force were
found during stance phase, it appears that device type may make a difference in swing phase
(Figure 5.5) and should be investigated further.
Hip flexor muscles (RF and iliopsoas) assist the leg as swing phase approaches. The
iliopsoas transfers power from the trunk to the amputated leg (Zmitrewicz et al., 2007) and
is likely increased in people with DUP due to the lack of propulsive force from the device ,
and associated smaller push-off force compared to RSPs or biological legs (Figure 5.5, Ta-
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ble 5.6). Observed greater peak force for the amputated side iliopsoas for people wearing
DUP (Figure 5.5) may contribute to greater amputated side HJCF near the end of stance
phase (Figure 5.3).
The vasti are also important to consider in interpreting HJCF, even though they do not
span the hip joint. Dynamic coupling allows the vasti muscles, which are uni-articular knee
extensors, to substantially contribute to HJCF by accelerating the knee and hip joints into
extension (Correa et al., 2010; Zajac & Gordon, 1989). Smaller vasti force output likely
contributes to the observed smaller peak HJCF and impulse in the amputated leg compared
to the intact leg for people with TTA (Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4). Supporting this notion,
people with TTA have atrophied quadriceps resulting in smaller force output (Renström et
al., 1983; Isakov et al., 1996). While we did not account for asymmetric muscle strength
in the musculoskeletal model, the optimization predicted reduced force requirements from
the amputated leg vasti muscles. Thus, reduced thigh muscle strength is consistent with
our observed reduction in simulated amputated leg vasti force (Figure 5.5, Table 5.6), and
the large difference between amputated and intact legs, regardless of prosthesis type likely
contributes to HJCF and impulse asymmetry (Figure 5.3, Figure 5.4).
People with TTA included in our study used their own DUPs and RSPs, which was in-
tended to capture the habituated running mechanics of people with TTA. However, variation
due to prosthesis design is important to consider and is a potential limitation to this study.
For example, Participant 4 used a DUP (Table 5.1) that was much more responsive than
a traditional DUP design as it allowed for greater deflection, thus presumably storing and
returning more energy. The use of this device decreased amputated leg peak HJCF relative
to the intact leg (Figure 5.6). Participant 2 used a DUP with a geometry that had a smaller
deflection range (Ottobock Advantage DP2) and resulted in amputated leg peak HJCF that
was much greater than the intact leg. Thus, individual differences in running biomechanics
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and prosthesis choice likely resulted in more variable results.
Figure 5.6: Hip joint contact force (HJCF) during running at 3.5 m/s for participants with
a transtibial amputation (TTA) wearing running-specific and daily use prostheses (RSP-
s/DUPs). Average hip joint contact force (± one standard deviation) for people without
TTA is shaded in gray and is normalized by bodyweight. Toe-off is indicated by the vertical
dashed line.
While model muscle activations and EMG were similar, we observed timing shifts in the
vastus lateralis and gastrocnemius (Figure 5.2). Changes in timing between model muscle
activations and EMG are likely due to limitations both in experimental muscle activity mea-
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surement, and movement optimization algorithms. EMG signals are sensitive to placement
over a muscle belly. We followed recommended SENIAM placement guidelines (Hermens
et al., 2000) however, cross-talk between muscles is a common problem, where signals from
adjacent or deep muscles may be also recorded. For example, the medial head of the gas-
trocnemius lies superficial to the soleus, which has a large activation slightly earlier than the
gastrocnemius during running, which could contaminate the signal. The muscle recruitment
problem that is solved within CMC may result in different muscle coordination patterns dur-
ing a movement. For example, semitendinosus, semimembranosus, and the biceps femoris
long head are biarticular hip extensors, and thus, may be activated to varying levels in a
group, which may be different than the singular EMG signal that is experimentally collected.
Differences in EMG and model activations may be improved with additional EMG signals to
validate additional muscles. However, simulations tracked well with minimal residual forces
and kinematic tracking error and furthermore, peak HJCFs from our simulations were simi-
lar to previously collected experimental and simulated values.
Our loading magnitude results (peak HJCF: 8-11 times BW) were in the range of previ-
ous experimental and modeling studies, which have examined HJCF. In-vivo HJCF measure-
ments from instrumented hip implants have ranged between 5-6 times bodyweight (Bergmann
et al., 1993; Bergmann et al., 2016). However, results from instrumented implants were col-
lected at a lower running velocity (2.2 m/s) and may be influenced by surgical approaches
that alter gait biomechanics (Ewen et al., 2012). Musculoskeletal modeling has also been
used to examine HJCF during running at 3.33 m/s with peak loads recorded at approx-
imately 9 times bodyweight (Giarmatzis et al., 2015). However, many modeling studies
use static optimization approaches, which do not account for muscle-tendon contraction dy-
namics (Thelen & Anderson, 2006). The CMC algorithm used in our study may be more
appropriate to use when simulating high-velocity activities. CMC is beneficial for character-
izing subtle and continuous changes in activation and force production during running with
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high magnitude and rapidly changing GRFs. Results from CMC may improve on tracking
errors relative to static optimization given the ability to incorporate time-history of muscle
activation (Thelen & Anderson, 2006).
5.6 Conclusion
Runners with TTA using RSPs had smaller overall peak HJCFs compared to when using
DUPs. The presence of an amputation resulted in greater intact leg peak HJCF and impulse
compared to the amputated leg, which may be detrimental to long-term hip joint health.
However, the use of an RSP decreased overall hip joint force impulse compared to the use
of a DUP, which may be especially important for repeated, high impact activities such as
running. HJCFs are dependent on muscle force contributions from leg muscles. The use of
a DUP increased amputated leg GMAX peak force compared to people without TTA and
compared to people using RSPs, which is likely due to the lack of energy storage and return
of the DUP compared to the RSP. Vasti atrophy likely also plays a role in the asymmetric
HJCF observed for people with TTA regardless of the prosthesis type they use.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This work has characterized the effect of a unilateral transtibial amputation (TTA) and
prosthesis type on running biomechanics. Experimental data including whole-body kine-
matics, ground reaction forces and electromyography were collected on a cohort of runners
with and without TTA and was used for dynamic analysis of running. People with TTA
are missing the functional use of ankle plantarflexor muscles on the amputated leg, which
results in a variety of compensatory biomechanical strategies that are affected by prosthesis
type. In addition, my research has found many positive outcomes for people with TTA using
running-specific prostheses (RSPs) compared to daily-use prostheses (DUPs).
People with TTA have greater amputated side positive hip work compared to the intact
side during running, which is also evidenced by a variety of changes to muscle activity and
muscle forces such as early activation of amputated side hamstrings and reduced vasti muscle
force. The use of an RSP greatly reduced amputated side hip compensations and resulted in
more symmetric hip work generation and a reduction in hip joint contact force. The energy
storage and return capacity of RSPs is a result of their unique shape that allows for greater
deflection compared to DUPs. RSP compliance provides greater propulsive force compared
to DUPs, but at the expense of reduced vertical body support. In addition, it is clear that for
people with TTA, increases in speed are facilitated by increases in hip work, not prosthesis
work.
The use of an RSP also reduced overall muscle activity compared to the use of a DUP,
likely due to the increased energy storage and return from the device. However, the pres-
ence of an amputation resulted in significantly earlier peak activity in the amputated leg
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biceps femoris long head. Smaller peak amputated leg braking force, which can occur with
greater biarticular hamstrings output, is common in people with TTA, and is likely an adap-
tation from the lack of propulsion provided from passive devices compared to a biological leg.
Elevated and asymmetric joint contact forces, which were found at the hip joint, are risk
factors associated with the development of osteoarthritis. Increases in cumulative loading
may also put people at a greater risk for developing osteoarthritis. We found that during
running, the use of an RSP resulted in smaller peak hip joint contact forces and impulses
compared to using DUPs. Smaller peak joint forces and impulses likely reduce the effect of
cumulative loading and thus, use of an RSP may be beneficial for long-term joint health.
A notable strength in the experimental design detailed in the majority of this work (Chap-
ters 3, 4, & 5), is the direct, within-subjects comparison of prosthesis type between people
with TTA. Furthermore, participants used their own prostheses, which enabled capturing
the habituated use of these devices. The variation in prosthesis design also allows for broader
translation of these results to the population who regularly uses these types of devices. The
results of this dissertation apply to advancing knowledge in the field of amputee locomotion.
In summary, this work has made several novel contributions to the field of amputee running
biomechanics:
• Quantified dynamic balance during running for people with TTA using RSPs compared
to people without TTA using whole-body angular momentum. RSPs generate small
ranges of mediolateral ground reaction force compared to the intact leg and people
without TTA, which contribute to larger ranges of frontal plane angular momentum
thus increasing risk of falling.
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• Collected the most comprehensive dataset inclusive of whole-body kinematics, three
dimensional ground reaction forces, and muscle activity in 8 bilateral muscles (internal
obliques, paraspinals, rectus femoris, vastus lateralis, biceps femoris long head, gluteus
medius, gluteus maximus (people with TTA only), and tibialis anterior gastrocnemius
(intact leg and people without TTA only). Data was collected on 15 people with and
without an amputation running at 2.5 m/s, 3.0 m/s, 3.5 m/s, 4.0 m/s, 5.0 m/s, and
6.0 m/s, corresponding to speeds ranging from 10:44 min/mile to 4:28 min/mile. Data
was used to explore the effect of amputation and device choice on muscle activity and
timing - the first of its kind.
• Evaluated stance phase joint work and ground reaction forces for people with TTA
using DUPs and RSPs, indicating that RSPs reduce compensatory amputated side hip
work by increasing energy storage and return compared to DUPs.
• Characterized muscle activity during running for people with TTA in the lower-limbs.
Earlier peak activation of the hamstrings is evident regardless of prosthesis type for
people with TTA and is likely a mechanism to improve propulsive force generation.
RSPs also reduced overall muscle activity and improved muscle coordination timing
compared to DUPs for people with TTA, which has implications reductions in muscu-
loskeletal injury.
• Developed two novel musculoskeletal models representative of people with TTA using
DUPs and RSPs. These models were used to simulated 108 running gait cycles com-
puting muscle forces and hip joint contact forces.
• Analyzed hip joint contact loading during running for people with TTA and evaluated
peak muscle forces contributing to peak contact forces. DUPs result in larger bilat-
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eral peak hip joint contact forces and impulses compared to RSPs, suggesting using
RSPs may be beneficial for reducing risk factors associated with the development of
osteoarthritis in people with TTA.
This work has provided a comprehensive analysis of running biomechanics for people with
TTA using both RSPs and DUPs, however, the direct effect of altered running biomechanics
on the development of long-term and acute injury is still unclear. Socket fit, individual
running experience, prosthesis model, and terrain all play a role in running biomechanics
and are important areas for future investigation. The extensive dataset collected as a part
of this dissertation allows for continued research in these areas, including quantifying the
effect of specific prosthesis designs on joint and muscle level compensations (i.e. C shape vs.
J shape RSPs) and further advancing the musculoskeletal models to include more detailed
musculature of the amputated leg accounting for individual residual limb differences as a
result of surgical technique. Continued research in the area of running with an amputation
is critical to our understanding of how amputation and device type affect injury risk. The
results of this work and future studies have great potential to influence needs of future device
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